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With Malice Toward None- - With Charity
ROY, MORA COUNTY,

Vol. XL

NEW MEXICO.

Class of Thirteen Graduated From
Roy Public Schools
Sylvan Floersheim

sented an oration comparing the
present1 with thepast'and looking

for greater things to the

fu-

ture.
An element of comedy was sup

plied by a Duett" by Messrs.
Chester Scott and Raymond
Hutchison in a lighter vein pro
voking unstinted mirth.
This was followed by an oration by Miss Hazel Sheltren, on
practical educational topics.
The Class Prophecy, by Miss
Aliene Boulware ?wü.s a successful attempt to let: the members
Of the class down, from
the.
heights tQ a level where they
The program opened with a could be more natural and wag
voluntary by the
full of human interest for those
Orchestra, followed by to whom it applied.
invocation by Rev. J. S. Russel
Chester Scott, as valedictorian
and a song by a Double Quar-tett- delivered an oration on "National
,

.

.

9.-

,

No.Ni

1914,

The Roy School Board met
Tuesday of this week, checked
up the past year's business and
inducted the new members into
office.
Dr. M. D, Gibbs retired
gracefully and Frank Roy and J.
Floersheim assumed the duties
of office.
Mr. Floersheim was made President and O. H. Kerns

The editor of the Spanish-Americareturned Sunday from
Mora where he' was tried ,last
week on a charge of Libel, found
guilty and sentenced to a term of
six to nine months in the Penitentiary and a fine of $500. 00, and
costs, for an article published in
the January 31st issue of the
which was construed hs libelous
'
Clek.
against the County Assessor.
Teachers were selected from a The facts of the case are so
long list of applicants as follows, well known that we deem it ; unwith a substantial increase in necessary to repeat them at this
salaries for those holding over.
time.' Our attorneys, J. B, Lusk
Principal, Prof. J. E. Russell, Of of Roy and Senator Isaac Barth
of Albuquerque, promptly took
Mills,
n

,

S--

A

re-elect-

.

carry the
case to the Supreme Court and
many friends who do not believe
we are a criminal were ready, to
furnish us bond so we . aré here '
on the job again until the case ís
Collins,
finally decided. If then the law
Primary, Miss Eugenia Roy, of
says we are a criminal we will be
Extrayigance" followed by a well Tucumcari1 formerly of Roy.
ready to accept punishment but
The Salutatory; by Miss Dollie chosen farewell to his class, We uncíerstaud the Tenth Grade we will still know there are greatFarmer was a splendid tribute to mates. ,.
- will be added, Mrs.
, ...
Kussel will er criminals at large.
an
and
Sabbath
the Christian
The Class Song, written esr teach latin and assist in the high
Facing a term in the Peniten'
effort worthy the occasion by a peclally for the occasion by Mrs. school,
most talented and charming Willcox, was sung by the class0 , The selection of Miss Roy as a tiary is not a cheerful prospect but
debutante.
with vigor and wa$ very ap- teacher solves the ,vexed ques- if our going if go we must-- will
aid in righting the wrongs
The Class' History,- by Leo propriate finale to the program.
tion of supplying a Spanish teaadminisRychlewski, was a well delivered
Following the program State cher as pledged in the campaign that have existed in the
review of the personnel and Superintendant, Alvan N. White,, She has been teaching Spanish tration of affairs we shall feel
that it is. worth tl.e price..
achievement of the class of '14 delivered a commencement ad- in the Tucumcari schools;
by a boy who promises to make dress replete with thoughts and
It is a source of satisfaction to
The new Board has also taken
a mark in the world.
advice which will be remember- up the. proposition of enlarging us at least to have the assurance
This was followed by a Duet ed long by the graduates. He
the School buil4ng and will call that never in our life have we had
by Misses Gertrude Pendleton also bestowed the Diplomas with
an election soon to get an exprés as many true friends as at the
and Em ma Bou ware, á well ren- a few well chosen words of com-- :
and that the
time
sion of the will of the people of present
dered sentimental ballad.
He congratulated', the District regarding the plan. people of our town and communimendation.
An" oration by Archie Davis our schools upon having graduatThey have, with the assistance ty, who know the. conditions here
demonstrated that this strenuous ed more pupils than all the other
of Attorney Lusk, gone over the and appreciate, the efforts we
youth was thinking of things be- schools in Mora County combined
premises carefully and find it have made in" behalf of reform
yond the daily routine and al- and on the good work" they are
and better government, are with
entirely practical.
ready dreaming of the gréat doing. The visit of Supt. White
The new School Board is making us. No great 'reform was ever
things to be done by his genera- will result in great good to Roy
a fine start and will have' loyal instituted, withqut incurring ention.
generally and is a. red letter day support in their efforts for the mity and making sacrifice, ..If it
Miss Nellie Goodman presented for our schools. The program
is up to us to be the sacrifice we
betterment of our schools.
a reading which gave evidence of was concluded With a Double
cheerfully , accept it. A clear
taleht in the elocutionary line Duett by Misses Dollie Farmer,
'arid a host , of friends
Good
Meet conscience
and attracted no little favorable Hazel Sheltren, Nellie Goodjaan
to
do much
lessen thfi- - sting and
comment.
'
and Maggie Sue Brown.
A meeting has been called by humiliation of it.
A Duet by Misses Emma and
Rev. Russel pronounced the
Aliene Boulware followed which Benediction and the class of '14 the Good Roads Committee of
New
was one of the most pleasing was duly launched upon the" Roy at the 1.0.0. F. Hall SaturMay
evening
9th,
day
to
discuss
.
Pro-of
the
musical features
stream of life. We shall expect plans and means for building a
gram.
much of them in the f uture as
G. Johnso n
The Class Poem, "The Lucky their preparation has been the good road from Tucumcari to Postmaster Wm.
duly
was
installed
into the;, Roy
Thirteen," by Miss Gertrude source ot great efford on the part connect with the Scenic Highway
Roy.
Sunday
and
P.
0.
wears
A
Springer
bridge
via
the disPendleton was an original and of their teachers and parents and fat
across the Red River near Tu- tinction with dignity. Wm. Patdecidedly clever localism inverse the leading enterprise
of this cumcari is the first requisite and terson, of near Mills is assisting
and pleased the audience im- community. We fully believe
the rest of the road will be easy him in getting a line on the job.
'
mensely,
.
they will prove worthy the effort and cheaply made. It will mean Mr. Patterson spent many years
Á recitation by tyjiss ; Mary expended
at Postoffice work before coming
Wright, no w of Dawson, who The Class Play ivas ' repeated much to Roy to have our share
of the coast auto traffic pass here. Edgar Floersheim is the
was permitted to come down and Saturday night for the benefit of
through here. Ladies as well as new clerk. He also is on the ingraduate with hr cjass also re- the State Superintendent and
men are invited to attend this side getting acquainted with his
ceived a full measure of appre- netted the pupils sufficient fund
new duties.
meeting.
ciation and applause.
to meet their expenses, i
.
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SATURDAY,

New School Board Editor's Experience
Employs Teáthers
at Mora Court

CoiBiiisiiceiiieEl
The Third Annual Commencement of the Roy Public Schools
was held last Friday evening,
May 1st, when a class of ten in
the eight grade and three in the
ninth grade made their debut
into the world of practical achieve
ment from the schools' in which
they have been fitting themselves
for the battles of life on the
planes which the future will mark
out for them.
The exercises were held at the
Christian Church in Roy and the
large auditorium was tilled to its
capacity with interested patron
,
of our schools.

For All- - And With Firmness In The Right"

Assistant, Mrs. J. E. Russel.
Miss Shirley
1st Intermediate,
Nutter,
Miss Grace
2d Intermediate,
Re-electe-

the necessary steps
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Re-electe-
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TRY TO SHUT OFF WATER
HUERTA SOLDIERS DEMAND SURRENDER OF WATER PLANT.
Get Curt Reply From Major Russell
and Marines Scatter Army of Fed- -'
erais at Vera Cruz Outpost.
Western Newspaper Union New Service.

Vera Cruz, May 4. What had promto be the first fight between the
United States army and the Mexican
troops Saturday ended in the exchange
of not more than half a dozen shots.
The Mexicans threatened to "attack
Immediately unless the Americans surrendered their positions at the waterworks at El Tejar within ten minutes,"
but failed to fulfill their . threat.
Twelve hundred infantry were rushed
to' the assistance of the 240 marines
under Major Russell.
The Mexicans still are holding a position beyond the waterworks station
and the American troops have received
no orders to advance.
At 11 o'clock a Mexican force estimated at from 300 to 500 men appeared
a mile beyond the waterworks' station.
As Major Russell of the marines had
received orders not to assume the offensive he and his men watched the
Mexicans with much interest.
Suddenly a Mexican lieutenant and
Officer, bearing a
a
white flag advanced and presented a
demand for the Americans to surrender within ten minutes. Major Russell's reply was:
"Hurry right back and do not waste
any of the time your commanding officer has stipulated."
i
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The supply of any but imported articles is becoming steadily smaller,
and the email amount of foodstuffs
brought in from the outskirts of the
city is not nearly enough to supply the
demand, so that prices are increasing
as the volume of products decreases.
The governorship of Vera Cruz was
handed over by Robert J. Kerr, who
was recently appointed civil governor,
to Brigadier General Funston. The
ceremony was wholly formal.
According to a number of foreign
refugees, mostly American citizens
who left Mexico City, the Federal capital was quiet and free from demonstrations by the mob.
C. L. Baker, manager of the American Smelting and Refining Company,
who had been held prisoner at Aguas
Calienties, was among the passengers.
He was released and taken to Mexico
City with 110 employés of the company, about forty of whom weré sent
r
to Coatzacoalcos.
Asked to Pick Mediation Conferees.
- Washington, May
a conference between the Argentine, Brazil
and Chile mediators and the Secretary
of State, Bryan gave out the following
'
statement:
"The mediators have delivered to
this government and are sending out
' to General Huerta and General Carranza requests that representatives be
appointed to confer with the
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get the most
pleasure for the longest
while."
1
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You can't get a bigger buy for a nickel. It is as
delicious as economical-- as beneficial as delicious-- as
popular with your family as with you.

It' s as clean as it's fresh. It's always clean and
dust-proalways fresh because the new t,
seal keeps it so. Every sealed
package is personal
io you.
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the Spear
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While the United States has not yet
j
l
if
i
acceaea
10 me request, me ínuiuauvu
Bryan
Secretary
so.
are that.it will do
said he did not know who would be
appointed.
John Lind, the President's personal
envoy in Mexico for several months;
John Bassett Moore, late counsellor
for the State Department; Dr. David
J. Hillrt formerly United States ambassador to Germany, and Hannls Taylor,
minister to Spain under President
Cleveland, are being given consideration for the appointments.
;, The general belief is that both General Huerta and Carranza will grant
the request of the mediators. General
Huerta has a representative here nowy
as has General Carranza,
m
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Purify your breath,
preserve your teeth, harden
your gums and keep your digestion
g
pastime.
good with this
mouth-cleansin-

Chew it after eve ry meal
Be SURE it's WRIGLEY'S
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SUPPLIES

Alamo Gasoline and Oil Engines.
American Centrifugal Pumps. Deep
Well Pumps. Kewanee Hot Water
Supply Systems. Hydraulic Rams. Well Drilling Machinery. Well Casing and Piping. Steel and Wood
Wind-mill-s.
Complete Irrigation Plants. Stock and Storage Tanks. Byers' genuine wrought Iron Pipes.
Complete Electric Lighting Plants. Motors and Generators. Leather, Rubber and Balta Belting.
Roofing. Pipe and Boiler Covering.
Rubber Hose of all kinds for every purpose, Asbestos
Portable Floor Cranes. Child's Fire Extinguisher. We carry the most complete line of Plumbing and
Heating Supplies. Engineer's Supplle and Equipment In the West. We can supply from our stock
on a moment's notice your every demand. Our supplies are backed by our Guarantee, which
protects you. Get our catalogue nd price list beforo you buy.
fire-pro- of

M.

J.

OTALLON SUPPLY COMPANY. 1630 15th ST, DENVER, COLO.

BOOTH -- OVERTON

Dyspepsia
Tablets
Intestinal Fermentation,
Immediately.
stop
Relieve Gas and DistreBS after Eating. One
irn onlv. 50c. Monev refunded If they do
not help, or write for Free Sample Box and
TRY them first If you wish.
11 Broadway

CO.

Rcw York

eye
wmmmmi?mm for
ACHES
W. N. U.f DENVER, NO

19-19- 14.
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LOCAL NEWS
OF INTEREST

Ira Thetford

was in town Mon-

T. E. Mitchell came in from

0 day with friends and attending eastern Union County Tuesday,

Ir

n

aczioiZDlla1lallC30P
Watch lost between Mills and
Abbott, open-facSilverine Case
N. Y. Standard works, Fob at
tached.v Liberal reward for its
return to this office.
e,

to business matteas,

He reports the rainfall last week

as being even heavier there than
G. R. Abernathy; called Mon- here and that over 9 inches of
day with a subscription payment water fell all over Union County
and to offer sympathy and other and well out into Oklahoma.
acceptable tokens to the editor,
Floods, drowned stock and damage of various kinds are reported
Reports from the deluge last from all over the county;
week still cdme in of stock being
drowned and lost in the great
Earl Cable came home from
rain storm of last week.
He is just
Dawson Monday.
out Of the Hospital where he
BL R, Schrum, of Mosqeuro,
was confined several weeks wi th
was in Roy Tuesday delivering a broken leg
whichis nearly
last year's crop of cane seed to good as new again.
,
the F.M Co. He reports having
this year'b crop planted and comTwenty one sacks of mail
ing on and more rain in his vicinicame in to the Roy office Tuesty than at one, time for the past day from
the blockade caused
five years.
by the flood. It was a test of
the efficiency of the new adÉ.
Russel made final ministration but was handled
Prof J.
proof Monday before Com'r. Fos- with but little delay.
ter. W. A. DeForce and J. E.
Miss Lucy Ballard is at Dr.
La Rue were his witnesses.
Self's hospital in Roy béing treated for a bruised limb, caused by
Mrs. Cornelia J. Wilkins, late being thrown trom a horse and
of Oklahoma called in company stepped on by the animal. Her
with the locator, C. E. Deaton, father and brother were in to see
Monday and filed on a homestead
her Tuesday and report her imnear Mills. Mrs. Wilkins has proving.
seen much of the mesa and is inN. N. Durrett made Final Proof
fatuated with it
Wednesday before Commissioner
homePenny" Wane, who has been Foster on his half section
"
Solano.
assisting in caring for Mr. Click stead near
for the past two weeks was in
Anderson is home from
town Sunday returning Monday Ernest
Dawson where he has been workto his charge. He reports Mr.
ing for some time. The railroad
Click as not so well of late.
washout has stopped work at the
coal camp for the present,
C. E.Munsey arrived last week
from Oregon where he has been
employed the past year with a
big contracting firm as engineer.
He called to pay another year to
Last half of taxes for 1913
and says he expects to
the
return and assist his employers not paid on or before June 1,
on a $3,000.000 contract.
will become delinquent and
"

,

John Procter of Mills, was in
Roy Tuesday after casing for his
new well.

.

Born:- - to Mr. and Mrs. Mala

quias Baca Sunday evening May
3d, a daughter. Mr, Baca and
family came to Roy two weeks
ago in anticipation of this event
and will return to their home in
Mosquero soon.

The many loads of fence .posts
being hauled from and through
town for the last month indicates

that a largo amount of land
ing fenced into pastures
farms on this mesa.

is

be-

and

The Graduation dance given
in honor of the Class of '14 of the
Roy Schools Monday evening
was largely attended and a very
The
successful social affair.
music was exceptionally fine and
the young people and some of
their seniors enjoyed it immense
ly.
Slabs for sale $L0 per load
or 75 cents per foot in wagon box
or standards. Leach Bros. Four
miles west of Roy N;

-

For sal1: 3 inch Weber wagon
Gang disk plow, harrow, cultivator, harness, a few hand tools,
etc. These articles almost new
Saddle, 3 year old mule, 3 year
fodder.

Notice To

Tax Payers

S--

will draw interest

R. L. Cross ;
Í2J miles N. Ei Mills

Idelle, of

D. R. Jones and wife of
Okla. are here at the C. A. Armor
home assisting in caring for their
R. E. Pendleton has opened the
mother, Mis. Jones, who is
blacksmith shop on the south side seriously ill.. She has been failand will ran it this summer. He ing fast since coming here and

is a competent man ;at. the anvil
and will doubtless do well at it
besides being a great convenience
during the rush season for farm

ers.
D. C.

Traister ind son were
i

in from Ute Creek Tuesday, in
their auto. D. C. is trying to
sell the machine and thinks
horses will do him as well.
'

Notice

,

All persons are forbidden to

dump rubbish or garDige on me

ROt,h .Yf thft
Umuuuiiu6 rrrmilThis is a part of
Anmrlnrr

Stock-Yard-

----

--

s.

the itoy lOWn oiue anuuwse luis
are for sale.
Roy Trust & Savings Bank

at the rate

per cent per month.
John R. Strong,
Treasurer and Collector.
1

,

The deluge of last , week was
the greatest rainfall at one time
for the past six years and we
have no authority on the date of
a similar rainfall. itx did not
come with a bluster but merely
rained hard for two days. Gov
ernmsnt gauges indicate from 5
to 9Hnches in different localities.
Chicosa lake isjhe highest ever
known. Kansas Valley lake is
several feet deeper than in the
great flooa of 1908 and Lagona
Grande Is reported the same.
Many reports of stock being
drowned are still coming in and
many families out on the homesteads were nearly or quite
drowned out of their houses.
The prairie was a vast sea in ap
pearance for a time and there is
more moisture now stored in the
soil than at any time during the

past ten years.
Henry Farr has been out look
ing after his cattle since the flood.
Hs is unable to tell, as yet, how
many he has lost but hopes they
will all show up safe.

Dan Laumbach was in town
Monday and called at this office
to extend his subscription account another year and express
the hope that we would be here
to run the paper in person until
he came again. It is friends like
this that make the sterner things
in life more endurable.

Jimmie Turner brought his
family down from Dawson last'
week to live on the claim for the
summer. He expected to return
to work Sunday but the rain
washed out a lot of his fence and
melted the plaster off one wall of
the house so he staid till Tuesday
to make repairs. Mrs. Turner
and the baby will remain on the
claim.
.

George Cable called Tuesday
to make a subscription payment
to the
He is now freed
from the bonds of Matrimony and
expresses the hope that he may
have better luck next time.
S--

Judge Foster was out at his
her friends say she will not ranch Tuesday, working on the L. E. Deubler orders the S-Many new fence which he is relying on sent to his father, J. H. Deubler,
weigh sixty pounds.
friends call daily with encourage- to protect his wheat crop while it at Seiling, Okla. for a year. He
thinks this a good time to keep
.,
is ripening.
..
ment and sympathy.
eastern people informed concernIt is reported that the Bell The '"WO club met with Mrs. ing this mesa and its prospects.
Ranch suffered serious loss from Frank Roy Thursday afternoon
A party of young men arrived
the flood last week. Much of and were treated to a dainty this week with the teams of A.
their stock was drowned and sev- luncheon after the game. They V. Kenoyer from central Texas.
eral buildings at the ranch wash- are becoming expert at this in They are a live appearing bunch
ed away. Some of the men were teresting and scientific pastime. of young men and we are cer
driven to the roof of a' ranch
tainly glad to see this kind of im
house and kept there for nearly
J. F. Shannon lost a valuacle migration.
a day before they could get to Holstein calf in the flood last
Swaim is in
the ground. The financial .loss week. It mi red in the mud when
is reported at about $1,500.00.
it went to drink and was drown- town frequently nowadays in the
'
role of a hustling dry farmer.
ed.
We congratulate him on
A. R. Davis went to. Springer
was in town Tues- his escape from the drudgery of
Monday to have some- Work on Mr. Hutson
day for a load of feed. He is put- P. O. work. No matter what he
his teeth finished by. I)r. ?Mur
'
ting in a crop this spring as usu- - landed into it would be no worse.
doch.
A
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CURING HAMS IN THE HOME

BOSTON FISH DEALERS LEAVE OLD WHARF
BIWI
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Work
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Requires Time and Patience,

;
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but

,th Finished Product Will Po
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Hang up the hams a week or ten
.

days, the longer the tenderer and better, if kept perfectly sweet Mix for
ham one teacup of
each good-sizesalt, one tablespoon of molasses, one
ounce of saltpeter. Lay the hams In
a clean, dry tub. Heat the mixture
and rub well into the hams,- especially
d

'

--

y,

(

around the bones and recesses. Repeat the' process once or twice, or until all the mixture is used. Then let
the hams lie two or three days, when
they must be put for three weeks into
brine strong enough to bear an egg;
then soak eight hours in cold water.
Hang up to dry in the kitchen for. a
week or more, then smoke from three
to five days, being careful not
the hams. Corn cobs and apple tree
wood are good to use In the smoking.
The Juices are better retained if the
ham is smoked with the hock down.
Tie up carefully in bags when the
smoking is complete.
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CLEAN
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PULP

POTATO

Nothing Will Do the Work Better or
Quicker If the Material Is Prop-- ,
,

'

erly Prepared.

Grate raw potatoes to a- fine pulp
clear, water, and pass the liquid
through a coarse sieve into another
vessel of water.
Let the mixture
stand until the fine white particles
of the potato are precipitated, then
pour the water off and preserve for
use. This liquid will clean all sorts
of silk, cotton or woolen goods without injuring them or spoiling the color.
potatoes are sufficient
Two good-sizefor a pint of water.
.
The article to be cleaned should be
laid upon a linen cloth on a table, and,,
having provided a clean eponge, dip it
Into the pptato water and apply it
to the article to be cleaned until the
dirt is entirely separated, then wash
In clean water several times.
The coarse pulp, which does not pass
through the sieve, is of great use in
cleaning wool draperies, carpets and
other coarse goods.
-

In
Vi J

IV
The fish dealers of Boston recently abandoned the old "T" wharf that had been their headquarters for many
years and moved to the Commonwealth docks. The change was celebrated with a big parade, for which the dealers
are here seen preparing.
.

,

BOY MILITARY CAMP
this matter to your attention and to
General Wood Tells Plan to Train ask you in your capacity of being in
charge of the high schools of your city
Nation's Youths.
if you will not bring the. same to the
attention of such students of the
graduating classes who are eighteen
Former Army Head Indorses Student years of age or over and who are othInstruction Camp University of
erwise eligible to atténd."
The camps will be held at Asheville,
Illinois Men Enroll for "Ármy
N.
C; Burlington, Vt, and Ludin'gton,
School" Michigan Also.
--

i

.

i

:

Hammond, Ind., was received at th
post office. Referencé to the city di
rectory failed to reveal the address o
any Mr. Tige. Desirous of doing theli
fully duty, th
postal authoritiei
glanced at the other side of the card
and read:
"Hello. Tige. Are you a good dog?
The writer signed herself "Mother
appeared, was
"Mother's other name, it
'
'
"Bessie."
Now, Julius ' Kosanke, a mail car
rier, likes dogs, and he volunteered tc
carry Bessie's message to Tige.
' From street to street and from dooi
Don'ts for the Housewife.
mail
to door went the
Don't
be optimistic regarding the
carrier. As he walked he whistled
Have a scales in your
butcher.
and shouted "Tige!"
kitchen.
At last Kosanke passed a house
Don't market by telephone unless
from which emerged a
you
want seconds and leftovers.
and barking
Don't forget there Is much nutri'
bulldog.
ment in cheap cuts of meat if proper"Hello, Tige," said Kosanke in
ly
cooked. ,
"Are you a good dog?"
They
on
cereals.
economize
Don't
Tlge wagged his abbreviated tall
foods.
of
cheapest
are
the
best
and
and, taking the proffered postal card
Don't buy fruits and vegetables
In his mouth, ran back to the house.
out
of season.
And thus it was Bessie's message to
buy in large .quantities if
Don't
Tige was delivered.
your home is small.
Don't take ice in winter. Use a
SUES GOVERNOR OF KANSAS
d

-

,

.

Ma j. Gen. Leonard
of staff of the army, has
Wood,
sent out to , school, superintendents
all over the country a letter indorsing the student military instruction camps to be held during the com-

Washington.
ex-chl- ef

ing summer. Referring to the fact
that these camps have the hearty indorsement of President Wilson and
Former President Taft, as well as
leading educators, Gen. Wood says:
"Knowing the benefit of a certain
amount of military ' training to a nation and that in the United States
such training can be obtained only by
voluntary effort and that the great
majority of young men are unable to
afford this training, as given in the
various military schools and colleges,
the secretary of wai has decided to
establish four students military instruction camps the coming summer,
which students eighteen years of age
or over, members of the graduating
classes at high schools throughout the
country, are eligible to attend; this
at the minimum cost for food, clothing and transportation.
"These camps are of great value
not only to the student from a physistandpoint, but
cal and educational
'
to the nation, in thatIt spreads
among its citizens a considerable
amount of sound military information
and increases by Just that much the
number of. partially- trained men who
would be available and greatly needed
in time of emergency.
'
"Knowledge 'of these camps,' their
organization, purpose and the instruction, given is .either not generally
known or thoroughly understood 'and
such a knowledge is vital to success.
"I am, therefore, writing to bring
:

-
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kind-hearte- d

bow-legge-

sway-backe-
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long-tooth-
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window box.
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Don't buy new novels.
Woman Brings Suit Against Executive
Don't use extra telephone mesfor $2,310, Alleging Damages
sages. Visit personally.
From Scuffle.
Don't Jump on a car for every ten
blocks.
Walk!
Kan.-Mr-

-

Topeka,
Luella West
brought suit against Governor Hodges
for $2,310 damages for Injuries alleged to have, been inflicted by the
governor in the governor's Office
Wednesday during a scuffle over the
possession of some' paperB relating to
paroling a man from ' prison. Mrs.
West charges that she was struck on
the shoulder, leaving a black and blue
6pot, and that her arm was wrenched.
s.

General Leonard Wood.

.:

Mich., from July 6 to Aug. 7, and, at
Monterey, Cal., from June 26 to July
31. The University of Illinois, with
,

15 students enrolled for the camp at
Ludington, leads all other Institutions.

WHISTLE

RIGHT

FINDS

DOG
'

Mall for Canine Puzzles Hammond
(Ind.) P. 0. Officials, but Carrier
Makes Delivery.
'

acc-

.

Caused Cooks to Quit.
Chicago. Complaint was made to
,

the Illinois Public' Utilities that the
gas supply of Winnetka, Waukegan
and Highland Park, three suburbs,
was so poor that good cooks refused
Hammond, Ind. "Tlge" was among to work 'in suburban kitchens-- ,
those persons who received mail the
Saloon With $10,000 Profit.
the other day. Well, to be honest, one
Sisseton, S. D. Te .local saloon,
can hardly call "Tige" a person. But
which Is owned by the municipality,
he did receive mail.
A postal card; addressed to "Tige," announced a' yearly' "profit of $10,000.
.

.

Charge
Don't get into debt.
vampires.
Don't live beyond your Income.

ounts-are

,

Flavored Creams.
To make these one cup of granulated sugar,
of a cup of water and six drops of essence, or twice
as many of extract of any of the fol-- '
lowing flavors, peppermint, winter-green- ,
orange, rose, cove or .cinnamon,
are required. ''
Cook the. water and sugar till a little
lifted on a fork or epoon spins a
thread. Do 'not stir: Tvhlle cooking.
Remove from the fire, add the peppermint or other essence or extract, and
atlr till the candy thickens and looks
Drop immediately' from a
cloudy.
teaspoon on to a greased paper or
plate. If the candy becomes too hard
to drop, warm by standing the saucepan over hot water for a moment.
one-quart-

'
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Irvin Ogden, Sr.
Editor

qpd Publisher

SitieripUae $t.S9

Entered as

second-cla-

Pr

ss

Ttar

matter at

the postoffice in Roy. N. M.

The Albuquerque Evening
Herald quotes from the
in
regard to the Libel case and
makes the following terse com
ments.
S--

A

"We do not know what exact form
of libel this particular editor is charged with, and re hare enouf h troubles
of our own not to care, were it not for
the fact that, guilty or not jpiiltv, as
he may or may not be, any one of us
is likely to be found in the same embarrassing and expensive position at any
time of the day or night. This particu

lar editor may have committed a wil
ful and harmful libel on an innocent
public official. If so he shoud be punished for It, He says he didn't do it,
and in the light of past eases of the
kind, we are inclined to take his word
for it.
The point to you men who own or
are responsible for newspapers in this
state to consider is this:
You have on the statute books a
law, passed at the behest of politcians
who needed its protection, which lays
you open at any time to be indicted by
every grand jury in every county in
this state.
This libel law of ours is the most effective muzzle ever attached to the
freedom of the press in this glorious
nation of free speech. If you don't
know about it, go have your lawyer
interpret its terms to you. Or just
let your newspaper start something
against a political highbinder somewhere and see what happons to you!
Furthermore you may be punished
to the human limit for a mistake of an
employe, an unintentional "break"
in the news, even tho you use every
effort at your command to rectify it.
We do not know the facts in the Roy
man. s case, But we know the facts
the existing libel law a law for
the protection of criminals is what it
should be named and what it really
is and we make the definite statement
that if the newspaper owners of this
state let that law remain on the statute book after the session of the next
state legislature they deserve to be
muzzled or suppressed.
Ask the ntan in your district about
it before you support him for the legislature. If he's for that law
stands he's not fit to hold ao office.
ut

asit

tion. The product compares
favorably with that of steers selling anywhery from $88.40 on
the local market, most of the car
casses being such beef as is now
cut from bullocks selling around
$825.
Theforequarters did not present such an attractive appearance as the hinds. The "rounds"
were especially good. The kidneys were as fat as in most corn
fed cattle, due to alfalfa.
This shipment is in the nature
of a try-ouThe New York
market is in a bad way, hence it
was decided to make the experiment of placing the surplus at
interior points. Freight from
New York here is 50 cents per
cvnt. consequently this method
would not be resorted to if an
outlet could be found in the east.
Last week's receipts of over
28,000 quarters of Argentine
beef at New York congested that
market as many retailers will
not handle Argentine product.

Church Directory
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL

Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M.
dt Christian Churcn.
Your
presence is necessary.
Rev. G.B.Hall, Supt,
CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announced in advance.

Ant. Celuer.

Rev. Fr.

M.D. GIBBS
Physician and Surgeon
Local Surgeon E.P. & S.W.

Ry.
Office
Fainriew Pharmacy
ROY, NEW MEXICO

Priest in charge,

t,

Prosbyterian,

T. F. SELF

Sermon every third Sunday
at 7.30 P.M. at Christian Church.
J. S. Russel, Pastor.

Physician and Surgeon
Office

At

Residence

ROY, NEW MEXICO

BAPTIST

First Sunday in each month.

"

U

A. M., 7.30. P.
Service
-- Rev.
R; A. Prici , Pastor.

Directory

H-od-

go

A. S. HANSON
Notary Public
Legal documents and papers

acknowledged.
ROY,
NEW MEXICO

Statement of Ownership Etc.
of the Spanish-Americapub
lished weekly at Roy, N. M.
n,

Required by act of Aug.

34, '12.

Editor, Mgr. Business
Publisher and Owner,

Mgr.
Irvin

Ogden, Sr. Roy, New Mexico,
Mortgagee, Roy Trust and
Savings Rank, Roy, N. M.
Signed, Irvin Ogden Sr.
Editor.
Dark Hair and Qreatneea.
Dark brown to black Is the prevail
tog hue on the heads of great men.
A Hat of fifty names has been compiled in which the color of hair I
given by biographers, and ninety per
cent are dark brown or black. There
la not, strange to say, a singla mention of premature graynesa, nor a alalia ease of that ashen brown color
known as "singed" or "mouse col
ored."

Homestead Lodge, No. 46
I. O. O. F.

AUCTIONEER

Meet every Wednesday evening at
I. O, O. F. tUll, Roy, n. M.

I Cry Sales Erery where.
Distanoe not Considered

Visiting members always welcome
Olio Leach.
T. P. Self.
Secretary.'
Noble Grand.

Terms Reasonable

Meets in L O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.
1st. and 3d. Friday evening of each
month, Visiting members always welcome.
Mrs,. Beckie Goodman N. G.

Grace V. Collins,

Miss

t--

-

Pride, ambition and avarice are to
be repressed and the spirit of trae
worth cultivated. When the selfish,
ambitious thoughts perceive that there
Is an
upon which they can. feed and grow
fat and rich in all ways, they strive
for first place. We should curb this
selfishness and let the master of the
feast Divine Intelligence, bid to honorable placea worthy thought.
Unity.
,

1

7

MILLS

NEW MEXICO

Satisfaction
GVn't'd

Harmony Rebelcah
Lodge No. 24, D. of R.

Sí..

Worthy Thoughts.

thought-substanc-

Col.
F, 0. WHITE

Secy.

F. H. FOSTER

United States
Commissioner
FILINGS-

- CONTESTS

f CaxnpNo.14361

PROOFS

ETC.

OfSca with

Modern Woodmen
rtf America

Spanish-America-

Hoy,

:

n.

New Mex.

Geo. Hart
JEWELRY
WaSsh and clock repairing

e,

Eyeglatses
fitted. All work Guaran,

a cpssialty,

HARRY WOODWARD teed
Harness and Shoo Shop Roy,
Repairing a Speciality
Goods
Bought and Sold

Also Second-HanEyidence of ;

the demoralized
condition of the Eastern beef
market was furnished recently by
the arrival of two cars of Argentine beef at Chicago. It went
into the Armour coolers in
is now on sale there
The event was signalized at the
Armour Company restaurant by
serving Argentina roast beef,
Thia is the first time South
American beef has hung in
along side
Chicago coolers
domestic product News of the
arrival of imported stuff caused
mild commotion in cattle circles
and many made a pilgrimage to
secure ocular evidence of its
quality, By commonconsent it
was pronounced above expecta

Professional Cards

d

All Work Guaranteed

N. Mex

J. FLOERSHEIM
Notary Public

Oriental Hotel

Pack-ingtowna- nd

Mrs. Dina OAaldonado
and Daughters, Troprietors,
New Management, Refurnished
Thruout, Good Meals, Lance

airy Rooms.
v-VO-

',V

A

v

Conveyances and transfers. Prompt
ness and care in all matters.

W. H. WILLCOX
United States
Land CoEsnksbser

Roy. New Mexico

ROY H. M.

h:koch

M.

Funeral Director

,

lit

t

fUONE
Kfesmrtcfct.

bf sucia

araateM)

t

Licensed EmUImer

Filings, Contests aid Prods.
d
Careful and competent lerricss
in all land matters.
mx-dere-

TUCÚBSCARI, M.
,

B.

1
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No Chances for Him.
J. W, Duvol,,ln charge of Agrt
A
selling cloth In a small
dealer
John Douglas Sutherland Campbell,
cultural Department grain investiga
THE WORLD IN
:
town,
an.. Irishman 'whol was
asked
tions, told agriculture committee that duke of Argyll.is suffering from double
passing
buy a suit length,
would
if
he
pneumonia,
and his condition is said
the grain trade and' department ap"You
and
can
have it for ten
added:
to
be
serious.
p. r PARAGRAPHS proved Lever grading bill.
it:
"Begob,
bob
To
which
replied;
Pat
"f
'
General Villa, left Chihuahua for
Continental United States now has
tuppence
buy
makings
sir,
would
if
the
a population of more than 98,000,000 Torreón, according to an official re- of a topcoat for án elephant I couldn't
r"i'
people, while
he country, with its port received at Juarez. General Car- buy
the makings of a pair of leggings,
at the train, ;
A BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING possesions, is peopled by more than ranza bade him good-bcanary this minute." '' f
a
for
109,000,000 persons, the census bureau
The task of guarding the city of
V? EVENTS IN THS AND FOR-- I
Vera Cruz and its environs was taken
announced.!

Dr.

n

.

y

.

;

-

EIGN COUNTRIES.

IN

DISPATCHES

LATE

j. ve
HAPPENING3.THAT
V
, MARK THE PROGRESS
f''"í
í1
OFvTHE'AGE,'""

DOINGS AND
r

.

I

H

A

TVesUrn Newiaier Union Newi Servlca.

.

I

";

WESTERN.

.

Illinois miners: voted $50,000 for the
relief of, strikers in the Colorado coal
'
fields at he., Peoria jnoetlng,,...
;
The stars, and stripes will fly from
all Chica go school buildings while the
'
American troops are, in Mexico.
Four unidentified bodies were taken
from the ruins of several frame buildings which burned at Portland, Orei,
sTwo hundred men were entombed
by an explosion', in wthet mine of .the
New River Collieries Company at Ec- cles, W. Va; v 'T""
"7T
'
The steamer Benjamin Noble, her
crew of twenty or more men and officers and a large cargo of ráilroad iron,
;
f
tank in Lake Superior. '
colSmallpox was discovered ton the
lier Cyclops after about half - of the
SCO American refugees brought to Gal'
veston, Tex., had been landed.
1
1
In a fire which swept a thickly settled residence block on the west side
of the river at Portland, Ore., it is re
ported six sleepers lost their lives.
Elimination of the Monroe doctrine
from the United States foreign policy,
or its revision was urged by William
J. Calhoun, former minister to China,
at a peace meeting at Chicago.
Indiana's fair commissioners broke
ground for the Hooslsrr state's pavilion, which will shelter a $75,000 exexposition
hibit at the Panáma-Pacifiin 1915. The building itself will cost
',

.

;

c

$75,000.
t Meyer

brothers

;

f.

..

and Edward Meisenberg,
of Samuel Meisenberg, the
.

Chicago marine who lost his life in
the first, skirmish at Vera. Cruz, wrote
President Wilson thatrthey.are ready
to offer their services if need be.
Maury I. Diggs, former state architect, w as placed on trial at San Francisco on a charge of assault. With
two other men, Diggs, is accused' of
having attacked Miss Ina Pearrlng
last New Year eve. Diggs recently
was convicted, with Drew Caminett,
of a violation of the Mann white
V
slave act l
The United .States Circuit Court, of
r
Appeals. at Chicago granted the peti-- l
tion of the government for a' rehearing
'of the' appeals of Olaf A. Tveitmoré,
Richard H. - Houlihan and William
'.Bernhardt, labor leaders convicted in
Uhe dynamite conspiracy trials in Iif-- I
diauapolis and granted a new trial bjr
'
the Court of Appeals.
I The mystery surrounding the disappearance of the Rev. Louis Patmount,
'
formerly of Milwaukee, Wis., from
ÍWestville, 111., on March 31, was paf
'
tially solved, af ter,r a , .nation-wid- e
'search-Tthe identification of the
body of a. .slain man , at . Cleveland,
Ohio,, as, tha of the missing prohibition, 'wprker.'i (..The '.identification" wa?
i
:made by a brother.
;

Hearings before; f the. House mines
committee on the bill introduced by
Representative Taylor of Colorado,
which would authorize the bureau of
stamines to create more experiment
'
tions, were continued.
n
The government received telegrams
from principal manufacturers of arms
and ammunition in this country, voluntarily promising .'not to '' accept orders for" shipments of 'munitions of
war outside the"Un!ted States.
The body of James Williams, mining engineer, of Denver, will have, to
rest in foreign soil. This is the conclusion of the State Department, after
numerous cablegrams have been exchanged and a great deal of red tape
has been unwound.
,
,
, A statement issued by the Treasury
Department showed that 4,349 banks
in the twelve reserve bank' districts,
of a total of 7,497, have subscribed to
the capital of the various federal reserve banks. . The total subscriptions
amount to $74,740,800. V
A bill providing funds for the construction of fourrrevenue cutters, at a
total costof hot moré than $925,000,
was passed by the Senate. The cutters are for upe in southern California waters, the Gulf of Mexicp, along
the Maine coast' and ' in New Y ork
harbor.
,
Representatives Keating of Colorado and Bryan of Washington discussed
the Colorado situation in the House
Representative Keating at
again.
tacked the attitude of John D. Rockefeller and the. mine operators in t refusing to deal with the miners' unioni
Representative. Foster,; the,' .President's emissary to John D. Rockefeller, butted his head against a stone
wall in trying to get an arbitration
agreement from Rockefeller. Foster
returned from, New York and related
his experience to members of the
Colorado delegation.
The President would be authorized
to give preference in making appointments. .to the volunteer army to. the
army officers who have been awarded
medals of honor- under a bill introduced; by Representative McKellár of
'
Tennessee.
.
, . ti
r
r.
i
r
j
it
i Majority jjeaaer ivern oi me senate
said he did not think the Mexican Situation should interfere with the legislative program. He said he expected
c
a report soon from the Senate
canals committee on the tolls
repeal bill, and believed it would be
passed with about two weeks' debate.
,

,
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'The Prix Indian Chief was run at Le
Tremblay, Paris, and was won by
Boyn'e owned by Herman 'B. Duryea
of New York.
Kid Jackson of Heleáa knocked out
Jimmy Fox of San Francisco in the
first round of a scheduled twelve-roun- d
bout at; Butte, Mont.
.

.

,

,

A flight of 110 miles in ' 110 minutes was made by a carrier pigeon
that flew from Amherst to the loft of
its owner, G. F. Richardson, 3r.f of
, : ujl
Newton Centér, Mass
f
Wilfred de Fonvielle; the oldest
aeronaut, in the world,, died at Paris
.,
at the age of ninety. " As early as 1854
DeLane;
of the Interior
i Secretary
with balloons
partment appointed Prof. R. H Fer he began experimenting
'
ascents.
some
remarkable
made
and
Pennsylvania
University
of
nald of the
siege
crossed
he
of
During,
Paris
the
on
engineer
bureau
consulting
the
as
".
'
l,?v'í'-- I the Prussian lines in'a balloon.
pi mia;;-1

--

'
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-

f

v
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Tampico.

'

,

Madame Lillian Nórdica, who arrived at Batavia, Java, quite ill a
month ago, has had a relapse and is
sinking. The doctors give up all hope
of her recovery. She ' had engaged
passage for Genoa, where her husband, George W. Young of New York,
'
had expected to meet her.
:

GENERAL.

,

.:.

American civil government, , under
martial law, was set up at Vera Cruz
with Robert J. Kerr, lawyer of Chi
cago and Mexico City, as civil gover
nor.
More than fifty bodies of the 172 believed to be buried in Mine No.' 5 of
the New Rivers Collieries Company,
wrecked by an explosion át Eccles, W.
Va.,1 have been found."
'
A general strike throughout North
America in protest of the Colorado
miné region atrocities was demanded
by the Illinois division of Mine .Workers of America in state convention at
'
Peoria, 111.
Col. Theodore Roosevelt, during his
Journey through the unexplored regions of Brazil; discovered a tribe of
savages hitherto, unknown.
The
tribesmen, who were named Pauhátes,
J- -v
were unclothed. ,;
V;;
Fifteen cars of cotton were destroyed by fire supposed, to have-beeof incendiary origin at Juarez, .Mex.
The cotton was part of the amount
seized at Torreón by Genéral Villa
at $600,000.
and was valued,
"
tí
,i
Miss Eleanor' Randolph Wilson,
youngest, daughter , of ' the President
and Mrs. Wilson, and William G. Mc- Adoo, secretary of thé treasury, will
be married cn May 7, in the blue room
of the White House, it was officially
announced at Washington.: t
William Vincent Astor, .son of the
late pol. John Jacob 'Astor," and, Miss
Helen Dinsmore Huntington, whom he
has known since childhood, were married at Staatsburg, N.HY.,'. in the big
oak paneled library Y of ; Hopeland
hbúse, home of the1 bridé's parents,
Mr, and Mrs. Robert P. Huntington.
.

S

Standing oí Weatern. LeaRue Clnha.
won Lost Pet.
Clubs
4
. . i
. ..
Denver
.636
6 ). 4'.;. ,600
St.; Joseph ..' í'.
j
Des Moines . . .
xopeKa i.t : t
Lincoln . . ; .
Sioux City . . ..

.

;.

SPORT. ,.
'

over from the navy by Brig. Gen. Frederick Funston and the Fifth ' Infantry
brigade of the United States army.
Federal Judge Landis at Chicago
permanently enjoined the Elgin board
of trade, commonly - known as the
butter board, from meeting to fix
prices and otherwise governing conditions under which butter is sold.
The House of Commons was thrown
Into the wildest uproar when Arthur
J. Balfour, the most, brilliant speaker
of the Unionist forces, reterred to
Winston Spencer Churchill, first lord
of the admiralty, as a "despised agent
and meanest criminal."
The archives of the American embassy were turned over to the Brazilian 'minister at Mexico City. 'They
had been entrusted to Sir Lionel Car-deby Nelson O'Shaughnessy, the
American charge d'affaires, when he
departed for Vera Cruz.
'
In an editorial the Temps of Paris
declares that Provisional President
Huerta can find, in the mediation of
the South American Republics, an opportunity to , withdraw ., honorably
from a situation 'which 'could 'not last
long without mortal danger to Mexico.
While General Carranza has not replied officially to the proposition of
the South American mediators for a
federal-rebe- l
armistice.' his answer is
said by officials at El Paso, Tex., to
be plainly, forecast in orders promulgated for a concentrated attack t on

iU
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Dr. Pierco'i Pleasant Pellets reflate
and invigorate stomach, liver and bowels:
tiny granules, easy to take as
candy. Adv.
,

Sugar-coate-

d,

The fellow who knows it all seldom
demonstrates that knowledge is power.
Red Cross Bag Blue makes the laundress
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
.' '
All good grocers. Adv.
.

Money is a man's greatest trouble if
'
he hasn't any.

FEELS LIKE.
A HEW

Ml

As Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege-

table Compound Dispelled
Backache, Headaches
and Dizziness.
Piqua, Ohio. "I would be very ungrateful if I failed to give Lydia E.
Finkham s Vegetable Compound the
praise it deserves,
for I have taken it
at different times
and it always relieved me when
other medicines
failed, and when I
hear a woman complain I always recommend it Last winter I was attacked
with a severe case of organic weakness.
I had backache, pains in my hips and
over my kidneys, headache, dizziness,
lassitude, had no energy, limbs ached
and I was always tired. I was hardly
able to do my housework. I had taken
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound on one other occasion, and it had
helped me so I took it again and it has
built me up, until now I feel like a new
woman. You have my hearty consent
to use my name and testimonial in any
way and I hope it will benefit suffering
women." Mrs. Orpha Turnee, 431 S.
Wayne St, Piqua, Ohio.
Women who are suffering from those
distressing ills peculiar to their sex
should not doubt the ability of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to restore their health.
,

.

,

If you want special advice

write to Lydia E. Piukham

Med-

icine Co., (confidential ) Lynn,
Mass. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman
and held in strict confidence.

The Wretchedness
of Constipation
--

can quickly be overcome oy
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
act surely and
gently on the
liver. Cure
Biliousness,

II .ADTFDS

Whittle

,:

,

'

ness, and Indigestion.

They do their duty.

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

'

i

DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly growing in favor because it

Does Not Stick

to the Iron

and it will not injure the finest fabric. For
laundry purposes it has no equal. 16 oi
package 10c 3 more starch for tame money,
1--

DEFIANCE STARCH CO

Omaha. Nebraska

THE EFAHISII.AMEMGA1?

Notice for Publication
,

:
Depatment of the Interior,
U.S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Apr. 8, 1914Í,
Notice is hereby given that James A.
Proctor, of Roy, N,M, who on
3- 7
made HE No.
Serial 06232 for NEi section 10
and NWJ Sec 1 1 Twp 20 N Rg 26 E
NMP M, has filed notice of intention
proof to esto make Final three-yea- r
tablish claim to the land above described, before F.H.Foster, U S Commissioner at Roy N. M.
on the 25th day of May 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,
(

14-1- 3,

22857-01681-

Notice For Publication.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Apr

.

Department of the Interior,
at Clayton, N. M.

U,' S. Land Office',

6 1914.

Notice is hereby given that Philip
A Barnett of Roy NM. who on
made HE 012336 Adl 014852 for
&
SWi SEJ Seoll Twp 19N. Rng 26 E.
S. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make j;three year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before U. S. Com.
F. H. Foster, at his office, at Roy,
N. M., onthe 21st day of May.

Apr. 23 1914.

10-28-- 10

'

1914.

.

.

Notice is hereby given that Seth E.
Paxton, of Roy, N. M. who on Oct. 15
1908,

Serial No. 01709

made HE,

Rg 28E

9. Twp 20 N

for SWi Sec.

N.M.P. Meridian, has áled notice of intention to make five Year proof, toes
tablish claim to the land aboye descri- bed, before U. S. Commissioner F. H.
Foster at his office at Roy, N. M. on
the II, day of June, 1914.

Claimant names as witnesses:
S B Shanon
Claimant names as witnesses,
W H Guthman
irvin
Ogden
Sr
O A Butler
.
LEAlldredge.
EW Paxton
Frank A. Roy
Fred S Brown
all of Roy, N. M.
W Sturgis,
LÚ
M wampler
Benjamin
F D Meffert,
J Floersheim
Paz Valverde,
all of Roy, N.M..
all of Roy, N, M,
Register
Paz Valverde,
Paz Valverde,
4- Register.
Register.
--

x
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Notice For Publication.

Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,

AprU,

1914.

Notice For Publication

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
April 0 1914,
Notice is hereby given that John
W Wilkins, of Mills, N. M. who on
3- made HE 96396 No. 07514 for
35 Township 22 North
Section
SWi,
M. P. Meridian, has
26
N.
Range
E.,
filed notice of intention to make five
year Proof, to establish claim to
land above described, before F. H,
Foster,U. S Commissioner, at Roy
N, M. on the 20th day o May, '14,

hereby given that Augustus
M Cushing, of Minonk, 111. heir of
Harvey D, Cusbing, Deceased, of
Roy, N. M who onsNov 22 1907 made
HE. Serial No 05332 No 214:)5 for SWJ
Sec. 25, Twp.20 N, Rng. 27 E. N M P
Meridian has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described,
before F. H. Foster, U. S. CommisClaimant names as witnesses;
sioner at his office at Roy N. M. on Jessie Russell
John Russell,
the 25 day of May, 1914.
all of Mills NM
William DeForce
Claimant names as witnesses;
G R Abernathy, of Roy.N. M.
Richard Reynolds
Zenath Reynolds
Paz Valverde,
H e Hickles
Wm. G Johnson,
."
4- Register,
9
All of Roy, N, M.
Paz Valverde
Register.
Notice

is"

11-5--

4--

5--

Apr 23 1914.

Notice is hereby given that Samuel B
Shannon, of Roy, N, M who on
made HE No, 07175 Adl. No
Sec 22
07776, for NEi-NW- i,
NJ-N-

&

Ei,

NiVNWl. Sjj li. anl

SEl-NW-

and

i,

,
SWi NEi,
26
19
E
North Range
Sea 22 Township
N. M. p. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F H Foster,
U.S. Commissioner at his office at RoyNew Mexico on the 11 day of June,
wEi-SW- i,

NWi-S-

Ej

-

1914,

Claimant names as witnesses,
M N Baker
WH Guthman
W H Baum
AS Hanson
M.
Roy,
N.
of
all
Register.

Paz Valverde,

Department of the Interior,
U S Land Office at Clayton, N M,
Apr. 16, 1914
Notice is hereby given that Vicente A
of Roy, NM.
Gomez,
who on
made HE Serial No.
077.-Jl.
J
fo
SVVlSEi:
Sec 18 Twp 19 N, Range 25 E, N M P.
Meridian, has tiled notice of intention
to make, five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before W H Willcox U S Commissioner,
at his office at Roy, N M, on the 6th
day of Jane 1914
claimant names as witnesses-Anice- to
Gomez
"Seferino Garcia
,
Albino Gomez
Estevan Gomez
All of Roy N M;
Paz Valverde,
Register
SEi-SW-

Ei-SE-

Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.M
Apr, 14, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Klrby C.
Morris, of Mills, N. M. who, on
Dec, 27 1910 made HE Serial No.012600
Sec.

15, Twp. 22 N.

Notice For
M

Apr.25 1914.
hereby
givn that Charles E
Notice is
Perry, of Roy, N. M. who on
made HE Se. No 09905, for Lots 8 and
9 sec. 3 and Lots fi and 9
Sec 4, Twp, 20N Rg 27E NMP. M
has filed notice of intention to make
Three Year Proof to establish claim to
the land above described, before F, H
Foster, U.S. Commissioner at Roy,
N. M. on the 12 day of June 1914. .

Re-Publicati-

0,

Department of the Interior,
U, S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Apr. 23, 1914
Lowell W.
given
hereby
that
Notice is
on
who
Seright, of Mills, N.M.
&4,
made HE No 010676 for Lo$s
NW
and
SJ
and
Section 3, Township 22 N Range
26E. N, M.P. Meridian has filed notice
of intention to make final three year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, N. M. on the II day of June,
-3

SJ-N-

Range 25 E. N. M. P. Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before F. H
Foste-- , U S. Commissioner, at his
office at Koy, N. M. on the 5th day of
1914.
Juoe 014'
Claimant name3 as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank O Seright,
Goehri,
Frank
Oral O. Deaton,
C. E. Deaton
John Proctor,
W
Eaton
Ross
C ha, H. Weatherill
William II Seitz,
Mills, N.M.'
of
All
'
All of Mills, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
Paz Valverde,
Registerr
5
,
Register.
,

30

Suit
According to our
b
Membership costs
Plan.
$1.50 Per. Week, The lucky
number gets a suit each
week. Lets see who gets
the first suit.
Suit-Clu-

Notice for Publication

M,
1914.

'

Sj-N-

N-M.- P.

-

',.

Notice For Publication.

Give Away One
Edward E. Strauss,

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N,

,

-5

For 20 Weeks we will

on

Apr.20
Notice is hereby given that George H
Ray, of Roy, N. M who, on
made HE 23660 Se 06455011368
Sec
for NEi Sec 3 & lots 3 4, &
2 Two 19 N. Range 26 E.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make final three Year Proof to establish claim to the land above described
before Reg & Receiver of U. S . Lan
t. CI a v ton.
N. M.. on ' the
o
Claimant names as witnesses:
of Jane. 1914.
R W Boulware 8th day
J H Mitchell
Claimant names as witnesses;
CEKidd
CF Williams
Isaac E Lowe
Barnev G Tyler
All of Roy, N. M.'
Andrew' J- Smith1 Filetus H Foster
Paz Valverde,
All of Roy, N. M.
'Register.
i3
Paz Valverde,
12-6-1-

Get a $15.00 Suit
'For $1.50.

Geo. D. Miller, Agt

Notice for Publication

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION Department of Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton N.

forNi

Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton. N. M.
Apr. 17, 1914
Clayton 017736.
Notice is hreby given that the
State of New Mexico has applied to
select under the provisions of the Act
of June 20, 1910 and the acts supple
mentary and amendatory thereto the
following publio lands to wit:
List 409 Serial 017736
SEi-SWSWi-SSec. 5,
.

i,

NJ-N-

Wi-S-

Ei

Sec. 7. .
Sec. 8. T.

19

N.R.

26,

E.

N.M P.M.

Containing 320 acres
The purpose of this notice is to
Register allow all persons claiming the land
adversely or desiring to show it to be
mineral in character, an opportunity
Notice For Publication
to file objeotion to such selectioh with
the local officers for the land district
nf the Interior.
iyCMilLlJ
, aa
C-.fVn M M in which the land is situated, to wit:
U H. bana omce u
at the land office aforesaid and to es
Apr. IS 1SU.
ablish their interests therein, or the
Notice is hereby given that Albino
thereof.
Rov N. M. who, on mineral cha acter
rtrvi t 1 v
ill
VJUUivC
Paz Valverde.
t. 9 ii.no. made - HE No. 08604
Register.
HJ,
fortheSi-NEi- ,
To be published in the Spanish- os Tnwnshiu 19 North,
oeouuuw
published at Roy, N. M.
Range 24 E. N. M. P. Meridian has American,
m
n tntanT.inn i.ci mutvc nuai
i!
claim to
five year proof, to establish
Sound Advice to Mistresses.
the land above aescriDeu ucauic
To respect the servants' point of
wiiwv tt s. commissioner, at, view, to be generous in our dealings
8 day
his office at Roy.N. M. on the
with them, explicit in our directions,
and to give them what might be called
wunesraoa.
names
a3
an Interested, considerate margin of
Claimant
Juan Gomez personal freedom and responsibility,
nana Onmez
will lead to better service and better
p
Manuel Beltran Francisco Martinez servants. Whatever Is done In contradiction to this Is spoiling. Cb'
All of Mills, N.M.
, Francisco Delgado
Magazine.
ro

1

v'

w

'

Register,

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N.

These men admired their leader, It, thanks be to Providence. The dis- of all It meant to me I had not asked
they were hypnotized by her charms covery nearly cost me my life, but I about it I was led by the priest to
and she handled them so that they never was happier than the moment the church, through the wide doors
were, as one man, ready to give their when my aerodromone was helplessly of which my Eagle had been carried
falling down. It Is a wonder that I and Placed before the altar. I looked
lives for her.
was
After a successful maneuver day came out alive, but aside from a few It over carefully and found that it
me
except
good
condition,
mat
in
welL
is
bruises,
all
Rosltta gave the order to her men to
I
magnetism.
wings
had
lost
their
vol
circling
an
active
around
was
"I
was
gather in the large halL The hall
coatwing
one
inspected
it and found
the schoolroom where Santos taught cano and the wing of the Eagle was
was
by
yellow
pale
a
varnish
it
touched by the warm fluid gushing up ed
them the art of aviation in theory.
wing that had been touched by the
the
to
folded
wings
geyser.
The
a
young,
from
forty
all
men
in
were
There
geyser.
J
vigorous, brave and bold. When Ro gether and the Eagle was helpless. liquid from a
a
perfect Isolator, and If '
caused
"It
to
its
break
rudder
sltta entered, followed by her hus- I turned the tall
presence of mind to use
band, a cheer rang out: "Hurrah for fall, and thus escaped with my life." I had had the
A silent prayer went up from the my dry battery at the crucial moment
our princess!"
I would not have had the fall; but
She walked to the platform, and her two loving women, a prayer of thanks everything turns out for the best
to Him who had saved him to save
clear voice rang through the hall:
J
"When I was able to work I suc
America.
was
in
"Gentlemen!" The silence
in cleansing the wings, and the
ceeded
"I lost consciousness when the aero
tense. "I have called you together to
was in working order again.
machine
being
by
A Romance of the
explain the situation. The American dromone struck the ground
"Yesterday
I thought I was strong
opened
'"A Futuro
continent has voluntarily taken from hurled into the bench. When I
enough to leave and I bade my host
us Europeans, children of a different my eyes it was night and I was on a goodby with the promise that, I would
caste, a different race, our most cher low bed. An ancient, oil lamp was
return and bring help.
ished traditions. There Is not one flickering on a table at my head. I
By
"This is a short recital of my doings
among you who is not a nobleman tried to sit up. but could not My
during
the two months past, and now,
Guido von Horvath
You all know the situation and Eu strength was gone; even my eyelids
my dear Astra, will you tell me an
rope's eyes rest on us. Europe is fell down, down, and I had a feeling
and Dean Hoard
is new here?"
awaiting our action to restore the old that I was falling from a great height that
Napoleon
had heard a few things
mo
near,
a
and
come
some
one
order of things. We have the might! I felt
from Whistler in Ciryne that disquietThink of these words: Tve have the ment later I felt a cooling bandage
United
In
Ctapmtn
him, and he was anxious to know
OopyilglS, 1918, by W. O.
mieht!' Therefore, we have the right! Dlaced on my head by deft hands. I ed
butes and Uraat Britain.
truth. That Astra could tell him
the
The aerodromone flotilla Is my own lost consciousness again and do not
of all. So she began to relate
best
SYNOPSIS.
property. Think this over and con know how long I lay In a stupor, but
important happenings while
all
the
I think it must have been at least
sider!
Napoleon listened attentively, making
America has been Isolated from the rest
'Is it right that I that we should eight days.
spoKe
tne invention ui
of the world ty
"The first clear moment I had I notes from time to time. Astraall the
Hannibal Prudent, president of the united obey orders that come from powerless
and
decree
the European
government. A message from Count von rulers? That we. the gallant aerial found that I was in the home of some of
that were officially communicat
facts
that
Werdenstein, chancellar of Germany, rays
family.
that
found
I
Later
fleet, should consider those who are rich Indian
he has succeeded in penetrating the
to
ed
her. Then she told of the news
death, of Prudent. Dying, he- held to the ground? That we who they were Aztecs indeéd, the direct
hastens thejnnirkti.
fnrplern
paper
rumors concerning the aerodrothat
t.i.
l.tro
.0v.mí
noiuo ilia
uauiuci
l
otra Qiirrppdü ner have the might should obey anyone descendants of the Incas. In the clear mone fleet and the preparations for
,An,
nAoin
waai..
moments during my fever I saw a
father as president Napoleon Edison, a else except the one we choose?
oe occupy
rormer pupil or Jrruaem b, oueis iu
very beautiful Aztec girl by my bed war that were supposed to
to
be
were
born
we
all
"Gentlemen,
which
discoveries
new
at
European
hints
ruiers.
and
Astra
ing the time of the
America impregnable. A rulers, or I would not have selected side nursing me. She was the daugh
will
make North
disposal.
our
.
at
days
"We have nine
- dl
i lian giving .kiue- jia,jiic nf rhevnllr
you as my aviators. Gentlemen I You ter of the high priest, to whose house
Leon offers Werdenstein the secret of
will
be very busy for the. next few
I
I
o
taken.
had been
n,urupeni
making gold in return
one of us for our com
ior
must
select
next Monday I will be ready
flava
nVlAVollpr
but
Id
a
PHS
TVia
made
Ofmomant
"It was five weeks before I recov to appear
mander. and we will rule the world!"
,
in the congress as the presi
uticr. vuuiucsa iiuoiu j i of discovering
dl
ered from the terrible fall.
queen!
prisoner in the hope
for
Hurrah
for
the
"Hurrah
international peace
with him
Leon's secret. She falls in loveattempt
old dent of the
my
strength
regained
the
As
for
I
air!
Hurrah
of
the
aueen
to
the
an
In
and agrees totVx Join him rnnkpta he SUm- xip
uso nf
Driest, named Xlluhama. assisted me
Queen Rositta!"
Earlv next morning Napoleon com
mons a curious flying machine. He
structure that stood
How sweet that sounded to the beau to a porch-lik- e
message to Astra
capes and
a
sends
with his brother workers
i w .
tVtof tía ta NaüO- u u
house, and I beheld a won municated
before
the
In
glistened
A
her
tear
woman!
tiful
committee, and then left
1116
in
the
AT'
Tieace
fitrfk.
t
TT. itrafna
eve. She ran into their arms and derful picture. A few hundred yards the capital. He spent some hours at.
to invade America. He calls pn Astra the kissed one after another. The last away was the smoking volcano, and work designing a device to De usea
following night and explains his plans for
several steaming geysers were spout- rm thfl aerodromones. With six ma
defense. By the use of aeroplanes made was Santos, and he was the least en ing
indestructiis
water in the air. At the foot of
which
of a new substance
equipped with men and bar
European thusiastic of them all.
ble he expects to annihilate the von
cone-lik- e
peak stood a great chines,
the
air!
the
of
aueen
Rositta.
Wer
note
to
a
delivers
forces. He
rels, he headed for the vaiiey 01 aiuq
. i, When
the church with strange statues and re- that evening.
denstein on his nagsnip aemanuu. and
was
election.
her
This
mmediate withdrawal. He is attacked
painted in vivid red, blue, yellow,
Ann several enthusiasm had somewhat abated she liefs
They landed In the valley the next
irt n,n torching
to
aeroplanes, forces von Werdenstein
gave them the oath of obedience, the black green and white colors. The morning and after a peaceful negotiaagree to universal
pictures of
uiniu""""""
v,
In America oath that would be kept secret until whole reminded me of the
v.o ..mniniui
tion with the high priest they caught
an
ptrer
world-wide
proclama
day of its
as a guest of Astra, receives
the
a large supply of the liquid that had
irom von weraensiem in. mo return for tion. They swore to be true, obedient
Schomburg-Lithoin
put tne lüagie oui 01 cuiuuuboíuu "
itya i of
trtoAn nuil his Assistant. and brave for the queen. And she
to Cirvne. While Napoleon
returned
Bantos, go In search of new deposits of swore to
to her
true
and
faithful
be
They
cirynith.
liquid his workmen made
analyzed
substance,
the
remarkable
the
army.
find it on the estate of Schomburg-Litholittle
between the valley ana
several
trins
The countess gets Santos into her
'We have only one man to fear, and
Ciryne, carrying the liquid away in
o. own a o iinn Werdenstein that man is Napoleon Edison. You all
Duua- scui Cb a.a
vast quantities.
estate
turns over the Schomburg-Lithoknow him. Seemingly he has met with
Napoleon, after a thorough examina
to her. M4On Atne aay 01 xne wcuums
SailtOS some misfortune, as he has disap
PTIH
nnuntPOd
.non o. .nú jviiouii
vvw
Here is something new.
tion, sighedflee the country. Santos perfects a mafight
we
will
returns
peared.
When
he
the
marries
me,
puzzles
but it solves the.ques-and
count
It
chine, is made a
him arid win, and then the world is
tiop vl superiority In the air."
Lithow. Edison finds a new depositair-of ours!"
Wanoleon's next move was to try
cirynith and builds a new fleet of
ships. He accidentally discovers a liquid
day
machine. It
infamous
while this
That same
out the new swallow-typ-e
helpthat will render opposing airships
Suemeg
the
Eagle,
happening
but tne
thing
in
was
was smaller than the
less. Santos completes a fleet for the
comprincess.
were
American Eaele slowly descended to
rudder
wings and the tall
Crystal Palace. It was
had not the
the
the
of
larger.
It
roof
paratively
CHAPTER XX. Continued.
dusk and no one noticed its arrival.
grace of the Eagle, in flight, dui its
"What need have we of European The
alighted
the
who
from
man
tall
speed was something unprecedented- -it
commerce and troubles? The Ameri- machine seemed weak, but he ,fas
shot through the air like a streak.
can continent Is ours, we love It and ened
slowly
found
machine,
then
the
Two more days passed. The tnird
stations
we can live on It. The
gentle
way
a
After
downstairs.
his
found every aerodromone equipped
have been kept In order and we can tap on Astra's private door he entered.
with a long tube very similar to the
easily cut ourselves off from those
were
there.
wif
Mother
and
style fire extinguisher, To tnir
old
warring countries. We will not b the
at
Napoleon
returned
last
had
was connected a small automatic
tube
loeers." So his address ran. He sat
gun,'
which protruded through a spe- down amid tremendous applause.
XXI.
CHAPTER
cial aperture m me poay qi me nwir
However, another orator arose and
dromone. The lever, controlling this
nroriounded oDDOSite reasons for open
Valley
Xluh.
of
The
gun was within easy reach of the
ports and no determination was
The first raptures of the reunion "When I Opened My Eyes it Was aeroman, and the gun itself was so
reached.
of
arranged that it could be pointed in
were were over. Words took the place
Night and I Was on a Low Bed."
Astra and her mother-in-laNapoleon
love.
mute expressions of
any direction.
sitting in the library at the Crystal began to tell his story:
Egypt
Xiluhama's beautiful
ancient
The four aerodromones that had
uncerPalace depressed and sad. The
brought
us
and
ex
daughter
with
return,
my
came
"No one knows of
been sent toward the. west were re
tainty of Napoleon's fate caused long, cept
they will cushions to make me a comfortable porting every few hours. They had
and
Clryne,
my
at
men
sleepless nights.
keep it to themselves. I did not use seat on the long.. broad bench.
seen nothing so far that was out 01
Thus they had lived, day after day,
certain
old priest could express his the ordinary.
want
not
'graph,
'The
did
as
I
the
honefullv and fearfully.
people to know that I was safe the thoughts so plainly that I understood
It was Saturday evening that the
The life of the woman who had papers would get hold of it and by him almost as well as if we were able
of the aerodromones was made
last
all
their
been the mainspring of
He to converse, and whenI was in doubt readv for prompt action. Turning the
Europe
know."
would
morning
troubles was different- The Princess
"They have tried to surprise he took a board and made drawings in command of the island over to Whis
Rosltta had never been happier than smiled.
we will surprise them. a childlike but expressive way.
now
us.
tler, Napoleon returned to Washing
and
aerodromone
now. The twenty-firs- t
he
considered
two
that
realized
soon
lovingly
on
eyes
the
"I
rested
His
ton. The Swallow made the trip H
was finished, and she, like a general,
messenger by their god two hours.
a
as
and
sent
me
nearest
his
were
who
women
per
would drill her flying squadron
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Itzcoatl. A prophecy made hundreds
dearest
sonallv.
great
of
one
by
today
their
years
eight
before
exactly
weeks
of
"It is
Rositta had acauired great skill in
Not Always Perhaps.
Washington to continue men told them that a deliverer would
handling the aerodromone, and she since I left
In the long run It is with a profes
something that I reit come as a bird. That reminded me of
could execute the capturing act very my search for
as with marrláge: we cease to re
my
sion
during
illness,
Eagle
a
had,
provided for
mv
that
easily. She was loved by the whole convinced nature had
anything but its drawbacks.
mark
I
as
me,
had
feared
haunting
remove
it
the
to
is,
been
crew, which was composed of men certain use; that
Mazimua.
Valerius
repair.
spite
beyond
In
damaged
cirynith.
found
I
of
been
(rom noble families.
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THE

LADY

r

MACKENZIE

J

t.

ON WAY TO JUNGLE
Bound for East Africa, where sha
says she will shoot big game and attempt to' record on phonographic
cylinders the Jargon of the natives
and the chatter of large apes, Lady
Grace MacKenzie left New York the
other day. She was enthusiastic over
the prospects of penetrating the jungle, and declared she would go where
no white woman was ever before

:., A

..V

SPANISH-AMERICAt-

Been.

(

Why Wooden

Indians Are Rapidly Disappearing

Not often is it now that one meets a wooden Indian on
Washington. One more frequently meets the real Indian
who has come from Oklahoma or Montana or some other far place to lodge
a complaint at Washington against
something or somebody. It was not
very long ago that a wooden Indian,
or a pair of wooden Indians, was aa
important to a tobacco store as red
and green lights in a drug store window or a pole striped red and white
or red, white and blue In front of a
barber's.
Times have not gone well with
the wooden Indian, and about two
years ago the writer made a census
of them in Washington, and after
canvassing all the principal streets from the river front to the boundary and
from Foundry branch to the Eastern branch, he did not find enough to furnish fuel for a respectable council fire. They had become nearly extinct.
They had not gone to happy hunting ground, but had been otherwise dis-

WASHINGTON.

"In fact, I will go to far more
remote and interesting parta of the
.
Jungle than did Mr. Roosevelt or 'Buffalo' Jones. I can shoot as well as
either of them and I am as 6trong and
hearty as any man you know."
Lady MacKenzie looked the part
indeed.
She is a large woman,
'
X
i
and has the carriage of
one with
She is about
thirty years old, but despite her admitted courage, she retreated a few
feet when asked her age.
When she left she carried a deal
of luggage. However, she Intends to buy most of her outfit in London and
In Africa, before she enters the unexplored Jungles. At Nairobi, she is having a boat equipped now for the expedition. There she will put off her female
attire and dress in a costume appropriate for the undertaking. She would not
describe the costume, other than to say it would be difficult to distinguish her posed of.
from the two white, experts and guides who will be her personal attendants.
The owner of the big Indian which stood for uncounted years at the
northwest corner of Ninth and D streets northwest told the writer that the
tobacco trust slew the wooden Indian. At first it was believed by men who
sold tobacco that a wooden Indfán was a partner in the business, that he was
MADE CONVERTS WITH FISTS
a mascot and that without him no customers would enter. About the time
that the various tobacco companies began to merge they set the fashion of
"Tony" Blddle of Philadelphia,
huge lithographs, and these were of actresses and actors, and not of Indians.
society pugilist and Bible class orSome of the new stores opened without setting up a wooden Indian.
ganizer, Is back from a trip to Canada
Then the police regulations began to interfere with wooden Indians who
with his boxing gloves, snow shoes
loitered on the sidewalk. They seemed to get on the nerves of the police,
and a bundle of papers bearing the
In the first place they obstructed the pavement. They held out bunches of
Binames of several Drexel-Biddl- e
wooden cigars as though they would halt passersby. They also carried knives
'
ble classes enrolled In the land of the
,
and tomahawks.
lumberjacks. Behind him Blddle left
a stack of Bibles and three perfectly
They Are Called Alphonse and Gaston of Capital
sound front teeth.
The Canadian lumber region had
heard of Biddle and recently there
HAMILTON LEWIS of Illinois and Representative
SENATOR JAMES
'
came a call from one of the camps in
Montague
of Virginia are the Alphonse and Gaston of conr
the Northwest to see "the young dude
gress. The Chesterfleldian manners of Lewis are well known through the
who could box." Biddle packed his
middle West and the far West, where
Elbles, his snowshoes and his boxing
he formerly resided, but Montague is
gloves and started north. As soon as
not so well known. He was formerly
he got over the United States border
governor of Virginia, and Lewis is a
he found a wide Impression that he
native of that state, feared and
was some sort of a "white hope."
schooled In Georgia, though later he
As fast as he could issue invitaattended the University of Virginia.
tions to Join the Bible class, he reBoth, therefore, are Virginia gentleceived challenges to fight. He fought.
men whatever that may mean and
The camps would pick out a husky
Virginia gentlemen, sah, do not fail
and when a meeting organized the
to impress it upon their acquaintances
class would wait a few minutes while Blddle and the lumber pugilists "put that they are such. The impressions
on the gloves." After the fight Biddle preached a sermon on "athletic Chris- are made on the floors of the senate
tianity," his husky opponents listening at the improvised ringside.
and house, as well as on the streets and. other places.
The writer chanced to be standing at the curb one evening discussing in
a very practical way with Senator Lewis the very practical question of who
was going to win out in the fight for the internal revenue collectorshlp at
WEALTHIEST PERSON IN GERMANY
Peoria, 111., when Montague came along. The conversation ceased as Lewis
and Montague recognized each other, both raising their hats and salaaming.
When the German pririces unani- Then for the mutual introduction and ten minutes of cross-firof the amenimously refused to contribute to a ties exchanged between the two Virginia gentlemen. It was beyond the pen
5250,000,000 war fund recently, Em- or the brush of the cartoonist who made Alphonse and Gaston famous.
peror William recognized hat .they
were perfectly correct from a legal
Bites or Just Phlebitis
standpoint, but asked them individual- Was It Case of Flea
ly to pay something to the fund, so
that the people would not be enabled
of Senator William J. Stone's ailments during his recent illness was
to say that the richest men in Ger- ONE
The senator's physician has been reticent concerning the demany the princes were the only tails óf the senator's ailments, and it was only after Senator Stone got out
ones exempt from paying anything
and to feeling like his old self that
for the safeguard of the country.
he personally made known what was
The German princes consented to
Git WHILIMNS !
the trouble with one of his legs, which
i
rife:: feíiMfeíisáí!
that, out of patriotism, but now that
Is getting all right again. His physiI Must ha vé
'
they are called upon to perform the
cian had Jocularly remarked that
very act of putting their hands into
constituents- - had been
mmmmmmmmmm.
their pockets they feel quite sad and
pulling the senator's leg too hard,
reluctant. According to Rudolph Marand that was all that ailed it. The
tin, an authority on German finance,
senator went to the capítol on
the grand total of the wealth of Ger7
wm&i
crutches when he first got out, but in
.fLS tí;
man rulers and their families reaches
a day or two he was. feeling much
TltófW 0
t
the figure of $150,000,000, and should
stronger and suffering practically no
' .V '
'
the present war tax on wealth be expain and was, therefore, able to Joke
tended to the princes the German exmade
inquiry
some
He
about phlebitis, and a pension
afflictions.
his
chequer would reap some $1,500,000 on about
in the pension bureau told a story of a veteran of the Civil war
examiner
these fortunes. As the war tax is not intended in any event to yield more applying for a pension. The applicant wrote a personal letter tQ the comthan the requisite $250,000,000, the princes' share in the tax would possibly missioner of pensions, setting forth that he had been a sufferer from phlebitis
relieve many poorer people from the obligation of paying anything at all.
was entitled to a pension. The commissioner sent the case out to a
i
The richest German prince Is the kaiser himself, whose estate is valued and examining board, in the county where the applicant resided, for investiat $35,000,000 and whose annual income Is valued at $5,000,000. But the rural
time the report of thef country doctor, chairman of the examkaiser Is by no means the richest person in the empire, or even in Prussia. gation. In due
received. It set forth that a thorough examination of the
was
board,
He ranks fifth in the list of Germany's money magnates. The wealthiest per- ining
the claim that he had been afflicted with phlebitis,
substantiated
applicant
son in the .empire is Frau Bertha Krupp .von Bohlen und Halbach, whose
spotted with the markings left by flea bite3.,,
ieg
right
is
his
"estate is valued at- $70,000,000. Then comes Prince Henckel von Donners-marc- "because
with an estate valued at $60,000,000; Baron von Goldschmidt-Roths-chil$40.000.000; the duke of UJeat, $38,500,000. and the kaiser. Í35.00Q.OÜQ.
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Ogden. who has
beensewing at the J. ,S. Russel
home near' Roy, , hás returned

t.

Mrs.

home.

M.

OOOOOOOOOOOOO
COOOCOCOCOCOCOCXXXXXDOOCOCO

Mrs. B.. Carpenter has been
sick at their ranch for the past
four days and Br. Gibbs was
called to attend the case.

,
'

mr.

"

.

.

i
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Misses uisa ?nu uizzie ixeisuu
have returned froto Mora where
they were attending court.
week we were visited by

Last
the greatest rainfall which has
ever fell in this country in recent
years. The rain continued for
forty ..four. hours, the land wp.s
washed badly and all the lakes

(Copyright, by McCtur- -
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returned from
Oklahoma where he has been for
H. Rosh has

several months on account of his
health.

''"'2r:

Mr. and Mrs. Grover Tille are
the proud possessors of an 8 lb.
baby girl born Sunday May 3.

''

and pools are full.

Hugh Mitchell, of Liberty is
building fence for H- - Wortman.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Lucas
tended the Commencement
ercises at Roy last Friday
ning.

at-

Ex-

M

1

We have a fine assort-ment of Garden and Fields
Seeds. Yellow Dent and

eve-

Mr. and Mrs.,L. A. Brown were
in Roy Saturday on business,

Notice of Bond Election

;

Mexican Seéd. Corn, Milo
Maize, Feterita, Kaffir
Corn, etc.

Notice is hereby given to the . Qualified voters of Roy Schotl District No.

Thirty Three (33) of Morá County,
State of New Mexico, that an election
will be held at the Public School
Building in Roy, said District, County
and SUte, on the tenth (10) day of
June, A. D. 1914, for the purpose of
voting upon the question of the issue
of bonds, in the sum of Two Thousand
($2,000.00) Dollars in dencminaiions of
not less than Twenty Five ($25.00)
Dollars, nor exceeding Five Hundred
($500.00)

esc mesa raiseco

ac k Amber
Cane Seed, $3.50
per cwt $3.25 i
500 lb. Lots.

Dollars, bearing interest at

notto exceed six per cent peí annum
dated July the first (1) A. D. 1914, and
running for a period of Twenty (20)
years, redeemable after Ten (10) years
said bonds to be sold and handled as
o
provided by Section
(1542) Compiled Laws of A. D, 1897,
the receipts from the sale of said bonds
to be used in enlarging and reparing
the school, building of said district and
furnishing the' same.
J. Floersheiiu, chairman,
Frank A. Roy.
O. H. Kerns,
School Directors
Fifteen-forty-tw-

,.

The Dcrrcer.
"His ricrro slantragoeyea followed the
hero
butterfly movements of L?n-Tilittle
of
her
tos3.
and there, the free
head and the graceful abandon of her
arms as she fluns them over her head,
and again brought, them down wih a
sweeping bend to'" the very.'; ground:
Lan-Tiforgot the mandarin, and all
his regal magniQcence. She was playing a pretty llttl game of
She was the wind blowing
.through the plum tree. Tossing and
twirling, bending low. as did the drooping branches, waving slowly, rushing
fiercely like a tiny whirlwind. With
flushed cheeks and glowing eye3 she
.was the spirit of the wind.
"Then a funny thing happened.
From outslda the windows that opened
on the perfumed Chinese njght came
and
the sound of loud
dé'ep, strange voice shouting 'Br,avá!'
fShe dropped down on a cushion,
,no longer a wind fairy ,r but a llttl
wilted flower." From "The. Tale, .of
"
by Flo Hingler.
Little
..

,

make-believ-

e.

uuck

vvooaen-ueggc- a

i

nnve.

lives and
thrives at Airvault, a little village in
Bordeaux, France. At a recent meeting of the local . natural history society, the chairman told of . the duck
which had its leg crushed in a stable
door. Ita owner, a peasant woman,
amputated the leg and replaced it
with a wooden one which she manufactured herself. The duck is now
able to get about the farmyard wltli
perfect ease.
A

wooden-legge-

d

duck

n

Born to Mr. and Mrs. M, M.

Farris last Saturday,

a daugh- -

er.
Chas. Kidd and son, Gale KidcL
and J, C. Hoskins made final

proof Wednesday before Judge
Poster. R. W. Boulwure, Clem
Williams and A, S. Hoskins were
among the witnesses.
HIS

SYMPATHIES

WITH

ELK

8omewhat Natural, Sine Animal Res
cued Engineer Frcm Extremely
Awkward Position.

Acurloua Btory of adventure cornea
rom Montana. While a freight train
was lying over at a smail mountain

Will Find Some Variations.
The girl who gets her ideas of love
and the young man who gets hia ideas
of business out of the story papers
are both liable to; meet with

cneap uaoor in irinidaa.
Labor is so cheap in Trinidad thai
it does not pay to buy lawn mowers,
as coolies will cut the grass with a
email sickle or knife at a trifling cost

Monogamy Proved Best.
Through the animal world careful
Investigation shows that the nearer
the animals have approached the
ideal form of marriage the higher
they have reached in the scale of development and the better and more
enduring is their offspring.

Lan-Tln,-

Daily Reminder.
Immodesty, in itself, wouldn't be
so bad, if, in addition, it wasn't always
..making a fool of itself generally.

now to buy gasoline.

station, the engineer borrowed a shotgun and started out for a thort hunt.
Finding nothing, he was returning to
the train when a cow came running at
him, and before he realized his dan
ger, she tossed him in the air.
Getting to hi3 feet as quickly as
possible, he dodged behind a tree,
and then, to his dismay, found that
the gun barrel was bent so as to be
useless. The next ten minutes were
very lively ones, while the cow chased
the engineer round and round the
tree. Just when he was about to sue--.
cumb from fatigue, an angry snort was
heard, and a big elk appeared upon
the, scene, head down and prepared
for a fight.
So was the cow, and in another moSome men succeed in life by mind ment the two animals dashed at each
ing their own bu3inesb. Others man other. The engineer watched the comage to draw large salaries for neg bat for a few minutes, until prudence
suggested that he should make a relecting other people's business.
Washington Star.
treat as soon as he could. He regained the train in safety, and never
know the outcome of the battle, but
he hopes the elk was the victor.

.

hand-clappin- g

Geo. Higgins has purchased
him a new auto and he says he
will b.ave to sell off all his horses

GOODMAN MERC. CO.

n

n

jf

Mr, Jamison, cattle man of
near Chico, came in Wednesday
from El Paso, where he has been
for the past six months for his
health.

'

'

i
Dally Reminder.'
No matter how the othor marketi
fluctuate, geed, old, conmiou,, every
day politeness is jtill" wuotsd at th
'
same figures.

,

.

(Copyright, by McClutf Syndicate)
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OF INTEREST TO ALL

PEOPLE

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Barley cutting has been in progress
at Tularosa since April 13.
A number of rattlesnakes have been
killed near and around Aval on.
A sanitarium to cost upwards of
$200,000 may be built at Myndus.
Maxwell is following the example of
Albuquerque and will organize a golf

'.

,
club.
.
The Taos public schools are to es
tablish a free, library and a good start
.

.

,

nas been made on the fund.
Drilling is again proceeding rapidly
on the leases of the Carlsbad Oil and
Gas Company east of the Pecos river.
Two carloads of pipe have arrived
at Raton and the laying of the mains
for the new city water plant has begun.

Battery A. of Itoswell has

organ

ized a 'club and will fit up a comfort
able, modern club house for the mem
bers.
A. S. Kirkpatrick, of the state engi
neer's office, returned to Santa Fó
from a
trip on his motor500-mil- e

cycle.
Prof. R. F. Asplund has accepted an
invitation to deliver the commence
men address in the Normal school at
Silver City on May 26.
Lordsburg has become; uneasy con

cerning conditions and has petitioned
the governor to send the militia to
that section of the state.
Orders have been issued by the War
Department transferring the Mexican
prisoners at Fort Bliss, near El Paso,
Tex., to Fort Wingate, N. M.
The San Miguel county fair associa
tion has commenced to talk county
fair and preliminary, plans for the
event at Las Vegas are being dls
cussed.
The Estate highway

commission at
Santa Fó passed a resolution author
izing the state treasurer to advertise
for bids on the entire $500,000 of New
Mexico state highway bonds.
A petition in bankruptcy was filed
in the U. S. district clerk's office at
Santa Fé by Martin Reiff of Los Ala
mos, San Miguel county, stating that
his debts are $5,793.87 and assets.
The county commissioners in ses
sion at Tucumcaii" called an election
to take place June 27th to determine
the question as to the establishment
of a county high school at the county
seat.
Deputy U. S. Marshal Baca served a
warrant on Benjamin F. Brown assistant postmaster at Mosquero, following
an indictment handed down recently
by the federal grand jury. Mr. Brown
gave .bond.
According to Judge B. S. Rodey of
Albuquerque, it will be next to impossible to secure woman's suffrage in
New Mexico for the next quarter of a
century, even under the ''Blue Ballot"
;
;
amendment.
The .jury in the case of Caria.
for the killing of Constable
Dudley Anderson last December near
San Jon, returned a verdict of first
.,degree murder at Tucumcari. This cardeath penalty.
ries the
i
x s
Senator Isaac Barth of Albuquerque
says the Spanish-Americacitizen of
New Mexico is not only loyal to the
Stars and Stripes, but that all traditions of the native people lead them
to give, enthusiastic allegiance to the
.

.

'

i.

Van-sickl-
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W. ;T, Allen, known also a? "Steamboat Bill" was ' sentenced by Judge
Pcpe'of Santa Fé.'to eighteen months
in the Fort Leavenworth prison; for
forging á postal money order for $7
at Raton. "Steamboat Bill" said he
waB intoxicated when he committed
'
the forgery.
'TV..
;

;

.

:

.

$4,428,000 Given to U. S. Libraries. Washington. Cash gifts of $4,428,-00- 0
were made to the libraries in the
Many Ways by Which Those About United States during 191 3,
according
Them May Bring Pleasure. Into , to a statement, issued by George
B.
'
Their Lives.
Utley, secretary of the American
i
association. Among other donations
A medical authority is of the opin- were twelve building sites, ten buildion that the aged should receive from ings and 168,655 volumes. Of cash
the physician and from the humani- gifts the Carnegie corporation donattarian a sympathy and support that ed $2,371,642. Other gifts ranged from
will help and cheer them. The old $25,000 to $50,000.
man should be induced to Improve his
appearance. His sense of pride should
be stimulated. Those around him
should, without too great a departure
from actual truth, tell him how young
he looks. An effort should be made
to keep his mind pleasantly employed.
The tonic effect of a local happening,
which engages the attention of the
READY ROOFING
community, on the aged who are
Made of Trinidad Lake asphalt
roused to a stronger interest in curthe greatest weather - resister
rent affairs is often quite salutary.
known. Kant-lea- k
Kleets used
only with Gennxco obviate the
They thus have something to think
use of unsightly cement. Write
about, to talk about They are taken
for circulars and prices.
away from the past and again are in
The Kendrle & Bolthoff Mfg:. & S. Co.
the living present The aged woman
1635 17th St.
DENVER, COLO.
rarely becomes .as gloomy and depressed as the old man. She has a
&
place in. the activities of. the household which can never be a part of a
man's life. When through age a
man'B occupation is gone, it is difficult for him to adjust himself to the
idleness that follows and to make that
leisure a source of happiness rather
than of unavailing regret

ROAD WORK HAPPINESS

NEW MEXICO HAS THAT AMOUNT
AVAILABLE FOR 1914.
,

NEW MEXICO

,

,

"

i

$387,000

STATE NEWS

N.

THE

FOR

;

AGED

:

Figures Given By Official Year Book
of American Highway Association For Various States.
Western Newspaper Union New Service.

0h,

Santa Fé. Funds available in all of
the state for the improvement of
roads during the year 1914 are shown
in the official Good Roads Year Book
Issued by. the American Highway Association, and show that New Mexico
is credited with $387,000 for 1914
work on roads. This is one of the
new features of the book which, will
make' it Invaluable' to every state,
county and municipal highway official.
The year book discloses for the first
time that appropriations by the state
Legislatures for road improvements
in the various states are available as
follows:
Alabama, $700,000; Arizona, $553,-72Colorado, $375,000;
Delaware,
$110,000; Idaho, $275,000; Illinois,
Iowa, $7,310,000; Kentucky,
$25,000; Maine, $1,540,000; Maryland,
$3,700,000; Massachusetts, $2,447,315;
Michigan, $4,183,972; Minnesota,
Mississippi, $1,720,000; .New
Jersey, $750.000; New Mexico, $387,-19New York, $6,000,000; North Carolina, nearly $5,000,000; North Dakota,
$2,365,000; Ohio, $3,500,000;
Oregon,
$3,288,000 ; Pennsylvania, $3,500,000 ;
South Carolina, $1,000,000; Virginia,
about $2,000,000; West Virginia,
and Wisconsin, $1,230,000.'

,
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Güdden Tour Winner
Shrewd Elopement Trick.
Greatest hill climber; 30 miles on one (ral. irasolíne;
The newest elopement trick was re- 10,000 miles on one set of tires. Metz and Cartercar
cently worked in Switzerland, where DlHtrtbutors for Colorado, New Mexico and Wyoming
THE COLORADO
CO.
the parents of the couple went on a Live Asenta Wanted.CARTERCAR
1036 Bdwy Denver
trip to the top of a mountain. While
they were there the couple got a bobGET YOUR
sled, coasted down the mountainside
and were away on an expréss before
CANADIAN NOME
Wilson's Mexican Policy Praised.
the parents could get down the moun. FROM THK
Santa Fé. A bitter arraignment by tain on the railway.
CANADIAN PACIFIC
Gov. William C. McDonald
of the
The Canadian Pacific Railway Co.
Excusable Delay.
"Cowards and Taxdodgers" who have
Twenty-fiv- e
minutes after her di
Announce the removal of their office from
been blaming him for alleged ineaual
919 Seventeenth St. to
ities In the taxation system was the vorce from one husband a Wellsburg
034 Seventeenth Street, Denver
(W.
Va.)
woman was married to her
feature of the session of the Demo
And Invite you to call and see our wonderful
(Train displays from Western Canada.
cratic State Central committee here. second. The delay was caused by the
Many farmers have paid for their land
to
need
marriage
have
prop
a
license
J. H. Paxton of Las Cruces was elect
in one crop. Rich farming land wltliln the
erly
filled
of all; til tofcfflper acre, on twenty
reach
Pittsburgh
Gazetteout
ed chairman to succeed A. H. Hud:
annual payments 140 to IfiO per acre for
:
Times.
irrigated
speth. The resolutions indorsed Pres
land, plenty of water, special terms.
$2,000 loan for improvements, repaid In
ident Wilson's policy in Mexico and on
twenty payments; 6 per cent Intercut on all
HAPPY NOW
deferred payments.
the canal tolls, and indorsed the state ,fI
Family of Twelve Drink Postum.
Call or Write for Information, Mapt and
Congressman
administration and
M. B.
Literature
Fergusson. The meeting, one of the
certainly
blessing
"It
has
been
a
in
most largely attended for years, out
W. A. SMITH Repintan-vour home" writes a young lady In relined plans for the fall campaign and
Canadian Pacific Railway Co.
(Land Branch)
adjourned to meet at Albuquerque at a gard to Postum.
"I am one of a family of twelve,
STREET, DENVER, COLO.
934 SEVENTEENTH
later date.
who, before using Postum, would make
a healthy person uncomfortable by
Great Variety of Crops in Valley.
KODAKS and SUPPLIES
their complaining of headache, dizziSend us your Films for developing. Expert
Carlsbad. The acreage in crop in ness, sour stomach, etc., from drinking
work only. The book of the Brownies free
the Pecas valley this year is the larg- coffee.
Ilonvor Phnfn Matan!. IV
est since irrigation started over twen
"For years mother suffered from tSfSTr
(Eaatman
Kodak Co.) Denver, Colorado
years ago. There is also great palpitation of the heart, sick header variety of crops. Cantaloupes, for ache and bad stomach and at times
instance, will be an important prod- would be taken violently ill. About a
uct, about 1,800 acres being planted year ago uhe quit coffee and began
INSTITUTE
from Portales to Carlsbad. Tomatoes Postum.
"My brother was troubled with COR. EIGHTEENTH AND CURTIS STS.
are getting to be a leading crop at Lake- DENVER, COLO.
wood. The Denia onion is being gen- headache and dizziness all the time
erally grown this year, being the he drank coffeei All those troubles of Alcohol and Drug Addictions
most profitable variety, for market my mother and brother have disap- cured by a scientific course of medication.
Dairying is "growing in Importance. peared since Postum has taken the The only place in 'Colorado where the
Stock feeding and hogs are new indus place of coffee.
Genuine Keeley Remedies are administered
"A sister was 111 nearly all her life
tries that will help development
with headache and heart trouble, and
DLL uUl I LlLu Prlces tnan yu can
about all she cared for was coffee and
buy. same goods else
;
Clerk Gallegos Reinstated.
tea. The doctors told her she must where. Write for free illustrated catalogue
Roswell. In the District Court leave them alone, as "medicine did her giving information on bee keeping. We sell
Producedat the apiaries ol
Judge Richardson dismissed the case no permanent good.
limirV
nimr
HUflhY ourmeml)er8' By freightor
rUHh
of the state against Acasio Gallegos,
parcel post. Ask for prices.
"She thought nothing would take
county, clerk of Torrance county, the the place of coffee until we induced THE COLORADO HONEY PRODUCERS ASS'N.
case having .been brought here on a her to try PoBtum. Now her troubles
1440 Market Street, Denver, Colo.
change of venue. The action was tak are all gone and she is a happy little
Prints 8c to 5c each. Koduk Supplier
en after the district attorney repre- woman enjoying life as people KODAK nmcngo
mow r misning Up.
Uenvm
'
senting the state announced .that he should."
IDEAL
would not further prosecute. The court
Name given by the Postum Co., BatHOME MUSIC LIBRARY
also fiet aside the order of the district tle Creek, Mich.
attorney suspending the county clerk , Postum now comes in two forms:
This cabinet contains the
world's greatest collection
and ordered him reinstated. Then
Regular Postum
must be well
of music. Agents wanted.
Gallegos announced that he would ten boiled. 15c and 25o packages.
Liberal commission. THE
der his resignation.
SCRIBXER MUSIC CLUB.
Instant Postum is a soluble pow504 NASSAU BUILDING,
der. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
DENVER COLORADO. ,
In a cup of hot water and, with cream
Sterling Oswald Guilty.
BABY
Roswell. The jury in the case of and sugar, makes a delicious beverage SCREW If
30c
Instantly.
50c
and
tins.
nmvFR Vi
Sterling Oswald, charged with the
for watches, spectacles, clocks', etc. Cut
cap
per
cost
Is Sohandjr
The
kinds
of
both
shows exact dire. Agents wanted. Sample 10c prepaid.
theft of horses from W. E. Kimbrell
SILVER STATE SUPPLY CO., Box 1326, Dearer, Cola.
at Picacho, brought in a verdict oí about the same.,
"There's
Reason"
a
Postum.
for
New nd second hand pipe, all sizes and
cullty.
kinds, at HAVENS BR09. MFG. AND
fold by Grocers. PIPE SUFPLY
CO.,
Wwm 8t.,DenvM
.
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Officers and Stockholders

Roy Telephone Company
J.J.

H. B. JONES. President.
C, L. JUSTICE. Cashier.
Dr. P. B.EVANS,
IGNACIO MAESTAS.
C.E. Mo GINNIS. Attorney.
W. H.FÜQÜA.
Directors.

Taylor, Mgr.

Now connected with Solano nd Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer, '
.

Mo

on the North

Deposit it when you have a surplus, with

Connected with all Bell Long Distance
Telephone Lines

The Roy Trust & Savings Bank,

Do your business by phone and get your answer at same
time and save telegraphic delays.

On Certificates of Deposit we pay 4 per
cent for 3, 4 or 5 months, per cent for 6,
9 or 12 months. A Certificate of Deposit
combines convenience, safety and profit, making an ideal investment. These Certificates
are payable on demand and negotiable at any
time.

Office and EXCHANGES AT

ROY, N. M.
Local Resided ce
$1.50 per mo.

Private Line
$3.00 per mo.

The cómmiosioner of the General
Land Office has issued the following
Instructions in regard to the cutling'
of timber on homesteads;
Homestead claimants who have
made bona fide settlemeuts upon pub
lic land, and who are living upon, cultivating, and improving the same in
occordance with law and the rules and
regulations of this department, with
the ineention of acquiring title thereto
are permitted to cut and remove, or
cause to be cut and removed, from the
partion thereof being cleared for cultivation, so much timber as is actually necessary for that purpose, or for
buidings, fences, and othed improvements on the land edtered.
In clearing1 for cultivation, should
there be a surplus of timber over what
s needed for the purposes specified
sbove, the entrymau may sell or dispose of such surplus; but it is not allowable to denuda the land of its tim
ber for the purpose of sale or speculation before the title has been conveyed
to him by patent.
It is not permissible to cut timber
for sale, even when the money procured therefrom is tobé used forimprove-in- g
or cultivating the land or support
ing the claimant or his familv,

loans on farms,

orchard
lands, city resident or business
property, to buy, build, improve,
extend or refund mortgages or
other securities, terms reasonCorable, special privileges.
respondence invited. Commonwealth Securities Loan Company
R 767 Gas & Electric Bldg., Den-er- ,
Colorado. 74'.) Henry Bldg..
eattle, Washington.
6

The proposition of 6 per cent
Loans obtainable with; special

Local Businea
$2.50 per m

Desert Claims

Cutting of Timber on
Homesteads

The Commissioner of the General
Land Office has issued recent supplemental instructions in regard to
desert land entries, requiring all applicants at the time of tiling their
desert land declaration to also file plans
describing in detail the source of
water supply, character of irrigation
works constructed, in course of construction, or proposed to be constructed, that is, reservoirs for storage,
canals, flumes or other methods by
which water is to be conveyed to the
land; or if by diversion, the nature of
the flow of streams or springs,
whether perenially flowing or intermittent. It must be shown whether
the irrigation works are by an irrigation district, a corporation, an association or by the applicant himself
If
the works have not been constructed
a general statement as to the propos
ed plan, whether surveys and investigations have been made, and by whcm
to demonstrate the éxUtance of a
sufficient water supply. If irrigation
is to be by artesian wells or pumping
from underground eourves, evidence
must be submitted as to the existence
of such water supply. In this con
nection a specified showing must be
made as to the elevation of the land,
character of the soil and to what point
upon the tract the ditch or lateral u
tobe extended, The Map required to
be filed must be sufficiently definite to
show a practicable and feasible plan
for conducting water to the land to be

A Careful, Conservative, Legitimate, general
banking business conducted.

The
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THE HOME OF

Quality Groceries

Meal Grocery

irrigated,

Sells everything good to

A Cure for Sour Stomach.
Mrs, Wm. M.Thompson, of Battle
Creek, Mich, writes: "I have been
troubled with indigestion, sour stomach
and bad breath. After taking two
bottles of Chamberlain's Tablets I am

eat. Our prices are
always right.

'; Thesetablets are splendidnone
better." For sale by All Dealers.

well.

A Modern Meat Market
A Model Bakery

for a Cough or Cold.
When you have a cold you want the
best medicine obtainable so as to get
rid of it with the least possible delay,
There are many who consider Chamber
Iain's Cough Remedy unsurpassed.
Nothing So good

Chamberlain's Cough Remeby two
ao, I have felt kindly disposed
toward the manufacturers of that preparation. I know of nothing so quick
to relieve a cough or cure a cold,'
For Sale by all dealers.

c

F. A. ROY, Manager.
Roy, W.'M.

years

Is Your Aim

7

It is not ".uough to be Industrióos:
o are the ants. What are vou lulu--

Roy Trust and

Sscvirvgs

privileges and on reasonable
terms to remove incumbrance
rom real estate; or to improve
and buy farm, orchard and city
property, may be had by addres Mrs. J, Boroff , Elida, Ohio, says,
sing DcpY R. E.1527Busch Bl'j. "Ever since my daughter, Ruth was
cured of a severe cold and cough by
Dallas, Texas

Wit

ney

bout? Thoreau.

L

zj r.
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THE

ÍCE HOUSES

SPANISH-AMERICA-

PLANTS

AND REFRIGERATION

'

feather medallions, set directly In
front as a trimming.
It can be' madei extremely modish
development of taffeta,
in an
evening
the chiffon crowns
ELABORATE MILLINERY ONE OF and for the
pretty.
quaintly
t
found
be
will
THE 8EASON'3 FADS.-

TRIMMING IS ORNATE
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8maller Hat Are Being Worn, But Gorgeous Hues Mark the Adornments
Styles Show General Increase In
Which Fashion Has Decreed to
Height Sketches That Show
Be the Proper Thing.
Modes.
the Latest
The new ribbons are gorgeous in
yellow,
red, pink to deep mahogany,
In the new hats there is always a
blues and flesh tones. A
greenish
marked tendency to carry up the
satin ribbon with a groundtrimming very high, either by means
flowers in many rich
velvet
of
work
of a tuft of feathers, which soar
sash ribbon.
beautiful
a
tones
makes
straight up toward the sky like minia
in the
ribbons
striped
Roman
Wide
else
ture spires and steeples, or
used
are
by ribbon or velvet drapery, which gayest combination of colors
takes the form of a lofty wing at the for girdles, with a huge
bow on the left side of the front Two
side.
strips of this ribbon, are also stitched
Tall bows are cleverly draped and
together, slightly gathered on one edge
wired to give never a hint of wiring,
worn as a tunic. A white gown
and these seem inordinately popular and girdle and tunic of Roman ribbon
with
hats.
as trimmings for
is smartly attractive. Gold and silver
All hats still incline to smallness, metal ribbons are used for vests and
though they tend to become higher in girdles on evening toilets.
proportion to their narrowness. Take,
Tailored hats are trimmed with nar
for example, the two of the sketch. row belting ribbon of grosgrain and
No. 1 Is of navy tagal, with a round heavy rib designs. Hats are entirely
crown closely hugged by an upstand covered with overlapping rows of this
ing brim which "spreads" a little at ribbon, cleverly adjusted to the rrame.
the top and base. Ribbed satin in a Raised polka dots on satin ribbons are
Bmart shade of burnt orange is used also used for hat bands.
Persian rug and tapestry designs
are of rich dark effects. Such flowers
as tulips, poppies, cornflowers, daisies,
asters and the open single Chinese
rose give richness to brocaded ribbons.
Odd Chinese designs1 of rich, subdued
coloring are effective to give tone to a
colorless hat or gown, and when
touched up with a little gold or eilver
such ribbon becomes an oneniai
beauty.
;
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Longitudinal Section of Combined Ice House and Dairy.

the refrigerator or cold store inside
the ice storage.
Benefits to Be Derived From an Effi
'
dent Ice House on the Farm.
"An ample supply of ice is of greater economic importance in the coun
try home than in the city residence
City people can purchase perishable
supplies as needed, but the remoteness of country homes from markets
often renders it necessary to use
canned, corned, or smoked meat pro
ducts during the season of the year
when the table should be supplied
with fresh meats. '
"Not only is ice appreciated because
of its use in the preservation of fresh
meats, butter, and other table supe
plies, but the production of
domestic dairy products is almost Im
possible without it. Many markets to
which milk is now shipped demand
that it be cooled before shipment to a
degree not attainable without the use
of ice. Ice is one of those luxuries
which in many sections of the conn
try can be had for the gathering. The
cost of harvesting and storing it is
not great as compared with the com
fort that it brings.
The Source of the Ice Supply.
'The source of the ice supply will
vary with local conditions, in many
sections lakes, rivers, or large streams
will' afford a supply of suitable ice
without special plan or preparation on
the Dart of man. In other Instances,
where such natural sources are not
easily accessible, small streams or
even the water from a spring can be
stored in an excavation or by means
of a dam, so as to afford sufficient
water surface to provide the desired
ice supply. The harvest area or sur
face will depend upon the tonnage to
be stored and the normal thickness of
the ice in the locality.
Combination of Natural and Artificial
Means of Obtaining Ice.
"The home ice supply is sometimes
Combined Ice House and Dairy.
obtained by using a combination of
natural and artificial means. Where
and
"Even where for convenience
economy it is desirable to have the an elevated water tank is at one's
dairy under the same roof as the ice command, a line of pipe can be car' house, it is not satisfactory to attempt ried to perforated pipes placed on the
to combine the ice storage with a cold celling of the ice bouse and during
store, When it is necessary .to use freezing weather the pressure from
Ice for chilling milk or other; dairy the tank can be used to carry water
products it is better to remove the through the perforated pipes to be
ice from the ice house or compart- BDrayed into the storage chamber as
ment and place It in a specially con long as freezing continues. By careful
structed ice box or refrigerator rather use of this plan on cold nights and
than io attempt to maintain a cold during freezing days a supply of ice
room by storing the ice about and in can be built up in place. The proteo
tlon of such a supply "is the same as
contact with.
"The chief argument against the that of Ice cut and stored in the usual
,i
co'mbined arrangement is that it pre manner.
Ice Houses.;
Masonry
vents the storage of ice In a solid
cheap, temporary
the
of
"Instead
waste
is much
mass As a result the
of a perma
houses
construction,
ice
requirements
Again,
of
the
greater.,
built
be
iron brick,
can
nature
nent
refrigerator
room
the
and
storage
the
vary from time to time. Advantage stone, or' concrete. In these, as in
houses, the mass of
can be taken of these fluctuations to
as closely as pos
approach
should
husband the Ice supply when the two ice
If the masonry
form.
in
cube
a
sible
are separate. There are decided ad;
in
the same man
used
to
be
is
supply
house
vantages in having the ice
no inside
temporary
house
as
the
ner
or
refrig
to the dairy house
necessary."
lining
will
economy
be
to
poor
build
erator, but it is
"Where an abundant supply of natural ice can be harvested annually it
will be a simple matter to' maintain
high-clas- s
refrigeration by installing
system. The princirculating
a brine
ciple on which this patented system
works is the same as mechanical re-- '
frigeration, except that the cold is secured through a freezing mixture of
ice and salt in a tank in which the
primáry coils are located. As the
brine in these coils becomes chilled
it passes out through the bottom of
the coils and slowly flows through the
coils, which are located in the cooling
room. The heat of this room is absorbed by these chilled pipes and as
the brine warms up it passes out and
up into the primary coils, and in this
way a continuous circulation is maintained between the two pipe systems,"
says the department of agriculture.
"For convenience the ice house can
be made a part of the structure, so
that the ice can be elevated above the
storage chamber and directly into the
crusher, which can ,be located in the
attic above the primary coils. The
space above the cooling room might
be utilized as a farm shop or for a
cooperage if one were to be Installed
in connection with an apple orchard.
It would not be advisable to attempt
to install this system without having
an experienced engineer; calculate the
piping, necessary for any given storage room as well as the cooling tank.
The question of insulation is also a
very important one and should be
'
carefully specified.
to
adapted
Is
construction
"This
very
The
to
extensive
plants.
small or
department of agriculture uses this
system in a plant which has been installed at the Arlington experimental
farm. The cooling room is 28 by 30
ceiling. Sufficient
feet with
space Is thereby provided to store 800
barrels of apples.
;

high-grad-

DICTATES

The gown that is shirt waisted in
the back has gone out of fashion.
Young girls are wearing white velvet hats, the edges bordered with a
fluted ruffle of moire ribbon.
The use of chiffon taffeta is becoming more general; it forms the basis
or stunning aiiemuuu ouu
frocks.
Clear, fresh, flowery colors are sala,
fu-to be about to follow the brilliant
pea
turist effects. They are sweet
shades.

ot

'

'.

.

frame-constructe-

-

con-venie-

nt

d

The new soft taffetas are being
shown in all colors. They have the
appearance of soft satin in the way
they drape.
dots is
Pmvnionr
fiiuuivmut; inHh
..V,ofr.olnred
novelty
under
one of the features
The colors are not delicate,
Hnthoa
but strong.
Sashes and belts are a feature ol
children's dresses. Sashes are quite
wide. Belts are of suede and colored
and patent leather.
newest,
The tango nightgown is the
ana
lurnchemise
a
and resembles
is
saia
It
combined.
ish trousers
to be comfortable.

-

:
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At thft

theater women are adorning

their heads with wonderful Egyptian
bandeaux, set with amber or jade and
Lofty Trimmings Characterize the
very flexible.
Season's Small Hats In Nice.
New Ideas In Lingerie.
the huge bow. Two ends are
is coming into its own
brim,
chemise
The
draned over the outside of the
oi inn
while the two loops, cunningly wired, again. The latest expression
eaco
very
deep
ai
Is
slashed
garment
.
rise above the central knot.
oi
Instead
No. 2 is a youthful and becoming side and it has rounded
interfere
to
not
as
model, known along the Riviera as square corners, so
is developed in
the Casino hat. The shape is seen with the garters. It
lace, with
with
edged
frequently with a crown of chiffon nainsook and
variously
lace and
of
straps
over mallnes drawn into the bandeau shoulder
for

brim of velvet or satin. Several smart
copies have been developed in flowered and plain taffetas, like the one
represented.
An Alice blue taffeta, delicately
flowered with JIttle clusters In dull
colorings, is used here for the puffed
crown. Taffeta Is Mod for this pur
pose, having sufficient body to, stand
without droomng. The bandeau brim
is of black velvet, narrower in back
than In front, and there are long
black shaved quills, topped with flat

of ribbon.

:

The cotton crepe petticoat has lately discovered a rival in the underskirt
of pique. This is designed to be wore
under tailored skirts. It may sho
either a simple scalloped edge or an
elaborate design of hand embroidery.
Still another variety of petticoat U
made of a new material resembling
basket cloth. , This is ornamented with
a design of embroidered dots and fin
ished with a buttonholed edge. Phila
delphla Inquirer,

PERSONAL and!
LOCAL
t

Notice For Publication
Ready Made Garments '
We have just received an assort
ment of "Middy1' Blouses for Department of the Interior,
U, S. Land Office at Clayton, N.
girls; neat one
piece dresses,all Clayton,
í
017794.
'
sizes; Child's romper and kilt
'
Apr 23 1914.
suits.
Prices vérv reasonable' Notice is hereby iri ven that

the

New Mexieo has applied

to

'

a

Floersheim

1.1

Mercantile Co.

State of

The Roy Gafe
Mrs. Ida E. Watson, Prop.
M.

select under the provisions of the Act
Just received a car of "El To June f 20, MO, and the acts sup
plementary and amendatory thereto,
Thru the .columns of the ro" cement, the best iriade and a the following public lands, to wit:
the righ t price Good man's
apamsh-America- n
'
I wish to
LUt 429 Serial 017794.'
,
Lot 1, OR the NEi NEJ sec. 5, T, 17 N,
thank the Class of 1914 of the
shapes in ladies' and It. Z6 E. N.M.P,M. Containing 40
latest
Roy Public Schools , for-th- e
giv- children's straw hats Goodman's acres, v

First Class Meals.

Good Rooms.
Competent Service.

Roy,

Card of Thanks

D.

N. M.

S. Durrio,
flttoroey'at Law

i

..

Block,

Great-Wester- n

U. Si

mg or meir ciass piay 11 my
The purpose of this notice is to
honor, also to the patrons in
p or the best Dative, raised allow all persons claiming the land
general for the entertainment
adversely or desiring to show it to be
given me while in your town, KiacK Amber Cane Seed go to mineral in character, an opportunity
Goodman's
Ml
to file objection to such selection with
auu xT assure you it win
oe a
the local officers for the land district
pleasure to me to return to
Spring
and Summer Hats-tl- ie
which th land is situated, to wit:
in
your town in the near f uture.
finest assortment ever at Floer- - at tht land office aforesaid, and to es
Alyan N. White,

Commissioner

Solaoo, N.M

.

J. B. Lusl

1

tablish their interests therein, or 'the
mineral character thereof.
Paz Val verde.
We have a fine assortment . of 4.9.5.6,
Register.
Garden and Field Seeds, Yellow
To be yüblished in the Spanish. Ameri
Lent and Mexican Seed Corn, can published at Roy, n, M.
Mn Maise, Feterita, Kaffir Corn

Attorney

at Law

shei

State Sup't. of Schools.

The Graduation Class of 1914
want to extend a special vote of
thanks to the members of the
Christian Church for the use of
their building: To Mrs. W. H. efcc- Best mesa raised Black
Willcoxior writing the Graduation Amber Cane Seed. $3.50 per cwt.
song; To Mrs. F, A. Roy for the 0' Per wt. in 50Ü lb- - lots.
use of her beautiful flowers, to Goodman Mercantile Company
Mrs.. Romine for her assistance
in the music and songs, to the
Orchestra All kinds of field and garden
'
for their assistance with music; seeds at.Floersheims.
to Rev. Russel for his able sermon
Car of Barb' wire and . woven
to Hon. Al van N. White for his
s
able address, to the
who wire
assisted m training the Dtmils
lj00k over our new Spring
and in decorating of the church.
and also to the School Board and Suits A11 grades Floersheim's
patrons in general for .their able
ine reamng or tne aam at tne
assistance given us for it ;was
thru all your, efforts that our oig reservoir at Hebron, a part of
Graduation and Class play was a I.the Maxwell irrigation system,
caused a flood of set'ious volumn
success.
.The Class of 1914. down Red River last week' and
caused many thousands of dollars
Will Adler dropped in unex- of, loss to the Maxwell Land
pectedly Wednesday and is Co. and the people living on their
visiting his sister, Mrs. H. Good tract besides the damage to the
man and brothr, Jo Ádler and dam which will be well up in the
many friends here.
He came
class.
direct from San 'Francisco "and
nas a position awaiting mm with
Mrs. Bulah Tyler and little
the Goldenberg Co:, at Tucum- - daughter left Tuesday for Daw-ca- n
where he will go;néxt wéek, son to join Mr. Tyler, who has a
ne reports Dusmess somewnai position there. They confess to
regret ai leaving xuy.
vnaitv vix uiciotiuv woi,

Prompt and Careful
Given all Business
Entrusted to Me.

At-tenti- on

ROY,

.

-

v

Hans0n-Floer3he-

iin

la-lie-

fencing--Goodman'-

s

.

.

Notice For Publication.
Department oí the Interior,
U. S.. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Apr 30 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Philip J
Hosrue, of Roy, NM who on Aug i, '07
made HE Serial no 05220 08851 for NJ- 2T T 20NR? 26K
SEJ &
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final five year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster, u. s.
commissioner at Roy, n.m
on the 16 day of June, 1914.
claimant names as witnesses:
Gsq. Tower,
F. S. Brown
R.. C Grunig
P. E. Anderson
all of Roy, N. m. .
Paz Valverde,
Register.
NEi-SWÍ,S- ec

Mrs.1

ter,

hud Farmer and daughr
.

let Tuesday

Miss Dollie

for
Koehler whére they" ejcpéct to
make their home in future. They
confess to regret ,Aat leaving
',.
Roy.
7
,

'

'

,': i

'

Miss Edna Eubanks. and her
friend, Miss Frensly of Dawson,
are guests of Miss Blanche
Kitchell at the Southwestern
Hotel.
Mr. Bruce and family took
posessionof their new home, the
Branch Hotel, Tuesday and have
moved in and taken charge of
the hotel business, The Branch
family moved across the street
for the few days they were preparing to leave. They left Friday
for Denver where they will make
their home in future.

Variety Machine
Works
C. K. ANDERSON

&

SON,

Props

Classes of Machine Work,
Automobile Work, General
Blacksmi thing. Heavy Forging, Horse Shoeing. Estimates Given on Pipes and
Pumps for Wells
All

Wagon and Carriage
Work our Specialty
work Guaranteed

All

,

Variety
HELPLESS AS BABY

,

'six-figures- "

MewMex.

-

ROY,

Machine Works
NEW MEX.

,

Down

a lüaá Unatls to 7crt,
and T7bt Helped Her.

Summit Point, W. Va. Mrs. Anna
Belie Emey, of this place, says: "1 suffered for 15 rears with an awful pain its
my right side, caused from womanly
trouble, and doctored lots for it, but without success. I suffered so very much,
that I became down in mind, and as helpless as a baby. I was in the worst kind
of shape. Was unable to do any work. .
mouerh illustrations.
I began taking Cardul, the womar's
The Clergymen who formerly de
tonic,
and got relief from the very first
dared to their congregations that "we
dose.
By the time I had taken 12 botare standing on the brink of etermy health was completely restored.
nity' had an occasional accident in tles,'
1 ant now 48 years years old, but feel as
the hay fields or at logging bees to good as I did when only 16.
remind listeners, that they were tellCardui certainly saved
from losing
ing them a fearful truth, The modern my mind, and I feel it mytne
duty to speaS
clergyman may add: "Read tomor- in its favor. I wish I had some power
row's papers if you have any doubt." over poor, suffering women, and could
make them know the good it would do
Utlca Observer.
them."
If you suffer from any of the ailments
Weary Llstenor.
to women, it will certainly ba
peculiar
my
arguments,"
"You can't answer
your
while to
worth
Cardui a trial.
triumphantly exclaimed the man of ag- It has been helping give
weak women fof
gressive loquacity. "No," replied th more than 50 years, and will help you,
sarcastic person; "I haven't a chano.' tOO.
,
1 can't stay awake long enough." ..
Try Cardui. Your druggist sells it
.

J. t Nutter,

O, H. Kerns,

Nutter--Kero-

s

Co.
Business entrusted to
our care will receive
careful and prompt
R-- E.

at-tenti-

Nutter-Kern-

on.

s

Real-Estat-

e

Co;C

.

Odious, Ain't It?
.
,
way these colleges scatter around their degree la absolutely
nauseating. Every Tom, Dick and

BingThe

Waminp:
To All Whom It May Concern,
you are- hereby warned not to
-

purchase, trade for or in any
manner to contract relative to any
personal property, claimed by or
represented to be owned by my
husband, Charles Christman, for
all of said property belongs to
me as my own and seperate esWrtutat Chattenoon Mtdlcint Co.. Lfcdlm
navisory mw.. uhattanooea. Tnn., for SttcUl tate, and no sale, bill of sale or
Urtructiont on your cat and
book. "Home
conveyance whatTrMtffiftnt (or Wornm," in plain wrapper. M.C.
ill other form of property or any
soever of said
part thereof will be respected by
Protecting Telegraph Poles.
64-pa- g

Harry with a little cheap notoriety can
figure on getting one. The whplo
To protect telegraph poles from rofr me..''
system Is absolutely ' indefensible. ting in the ground a new French prac- Dated
This 18th day of April,
Don't you think so? Bang Tes. tice is to surround their ends with
1914.
1 didn't get one,, either.
Cleveland sarthware pipes and fill the pipes A. D,
. Mrs. Anna Christman.
which,
with melted resin and sand,
Plain Dealer.
waterproof.
solidifies and becomes

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N.

Worth Blowing About.
Young Reasoner.
Bacon I see it is said that whales
"Gilbert K. Chesterton has written a
successful play," said a member of the are estimated to live 1,000 years.
Egbert No wonder they blow.
Players' Club of New York. "You
know how fat Chesterton is fatter
Kill the Flies Now and Prevent
than Mr.. Tafti Well, I'll telf you; a
disease.'
A DAISY FLY KILLER will do it.
story about that? ,
Kills thousands. Lasts all season. All dealers
"A London litterateur has a little or six sent express paid for $1. II. 80MERS,,
son who sucks' his thumb. The lit- 150 De Kalb Are., Brooklyn, N. Y. Adv.
terateur said to him one day: '
Some women can smile in the facei
"'Now, you must stop sucking your
adversity just as if they meant it
up
of
you
thumb. If
don't you'll swell
like a balloon and burst. Mind what
Putnam Fadeless Dyes, guarantee!
I Bay!
I vT '' Jf""'.,'"
Adv.
satisfaction.
impressed.
much
"The urchin was
"
He promised to do his best to break
teachings
forget
the
we
Sometimes
himself of his bad habit.
experience.
of
,
f' v
; "Well, it happened that Chesterton,
dined at the litterateur's that, evening. With the dessert the little chap
came in. Hé looked at Chesterton and
started. He turned pale. ' Then he
Does your back ache night and day,
sidled up to the mountainous writer
making work a burden and rest impossiand said in a compassionate and yet ble? Do you suffer stabbing, darting
reproachful voice:'
pains when stooping or lifting? Most
'
don't
bad backs are due to hidden trouble in
your
thumb,
'"You suck
the kidneys and if the kidney secretions
you f
"

MES

MAY CLOSE COLORADO

"'

r

Run Without Guns or Quit Operation

riident Wilson's UltlrriatúmV
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STATE TROOPS BLAMED

-

',"

'

FOR

SECRETARY

OF WAR GARRISON

PROCLAMATION TO
MAJOR HOLBROOK AT

STRIKERS'
BURNING
TENTS AT LUDLOW,

SENDS

Major Boughton and Captains Dankt
and Van Cise, Comprising Military
Committee, Make Investigation
,
and Submit Report.

TRINIDAD.

.

PEACE

MUST RESTORE

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

of every
Denver The
officer and enlisted man of the state
militia who, participated, in the burn-niu- g
of the coal strikers' tent colony
at Ludlow in which two" women and
eleven children, were killed, is
by Mai. Edward J. Boughton,
judgadvocate; " Capt. W. C. Danks
and Capt. Philip S. Van Cise of the
Colorado National Guard,, comprising
the military committee which conductIn a report of
ed an investigation.
its findings submitted Saturday night,
thA committee lays responsibility for
the renewal of hostilities to the Greek
strikers of the colony, but finds that
after the first tent caught fire that
soldiers and mine guards deliberately
spread the conflagration by pouring
oil upon the flames and other tents,
The report attributes the burning of
the first tent to concentrated firing
upon it. .It recites that Major Ham- "
róck.' when hostilities commenced,
trained a machine gun on the tent
colony t'to test his range" and fired
a volley directly into it.
The committee holds Lieut. E. K.
Linderfelt largely responsible for the
antagonism which led to the tent col
ony burning, through "wholly tactless
treatment of mine guards" and strik
'
ers."
''It found that Louis Tikas, leader of
the colony, had sought to prevent a
clash between the colonists and the
militiamen; that Major Hamrock had
brought reinforcements before the
battle, and that the Greeks had precipitated the fight by firing first
TU;as, wh; later was taken prisoner
after having joined the Greek fighting
ranks in the battle, the committee
found, had been struck so violently
over the head by a rifle in the hands
of Lieutenant Linderfelt that the stock
of the weapon had been broken. The
committee found that Tikas and two
other prisoners were shot.
The committee reports that what
was designated as Troop "A" was recruited from miné guards, who "come
and go with strikes, are ineligible to
enlistment as national guardsmen and
mine employ és.
The coal operators are blamed by
the, committee for a large part of the
riotous and lawless acts in the strike
zone to their employment of "ignorant," lawless and savage south EurV
pean peasants," who "have no respect
for law and to whom liberty means
license."
, In conclusion, the committee recommends in addition to a general
the establishment of a state
investigaconstabulary
tion by state and federal governments.
Major Boughton,1 'who wrote the "report," also added a minority recommendation" in which he urges against the
of the, tent colony at
court-marti-

WHETHER THERE'S COMPROMISE
OR

ONE

ADMITS

FACTION

DEFEAT DOES NOT CON- CERN PRESIDENT.

U

,

,

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

DISARM ALL BUT TROOPS.

Secretary of War' (Sanson's Proclamation to Major Holbrook.
Following is the. proclamation
calling for the disarming- of all persons other than members of the
military service in Colorado, which
was sent to Major Holbrook at
of
Trinidad Saturday by Secretary
,, ,..
War Garrison: ...
: "Whereas, Under existing circumstances, the possession of arms and
ammunition by persons not in the
military service of the United States
tends to provoke disorder and to incite domestic violence, and hinders
the restoration of normal conditions
of peace and good order, I do, by the
authority of the President ;of the
United States, call upon' and direct
all persons not in the military
service of the United States who
have arms or ammunition in their
possession or under tl eir control to
deliver them forthwith to the officer at the place herein designated.
Receipts will be Issued for all arms
and ammunition so delivered. The
above applies to individuals, firms,'
associations and corporations."
-

.

providing
Washington, May
for future governmen action in the
Colprado labor situation, President
Wilson has under advisement the
problem of what to do as regards reopening the coal mines. His deliberations thus far Include a plan of refusing the operators to resume work
until there is industrial as well as
civic peace. It can be asserted with
a fair degree of precision that there
will be no operation of the mines until they can be run "without guns.li
Whether that ''means compromise
somewhere along the lines of the
present contending factions or whether one faction ;; is ' v to acknowledge
itself defeated is a ' question with
which the President is not concerned.
He proposes that the government will
aid neither unions nor operators, but
will maintain peace.
Whether this means closed coal
mines all óvér the state developments
will tell. It is reliably reported .that
Secretary Garrison has orders'1 to keep
the mines closed if they are to breed
...
trouble.
It is recalled that Roosevelt during
the strike of 1904 threatened to. put
United States military forces to mining coal in Pennsylvania to supply
people if the operators could not manage, to peaceably, mine: sufficient for
their, needs.
The disarming proclamation of the
secretary of war, it was explained, at
the War Department, means exactly
what it says, namely, that only military torces of the United States can
carry or maintain guns. This, as a
matter of course, would include the
state militia were it not for the fact
that the' government has; requestéd
that body to be withdrawn as, fast as
the federals take the field.
'

-

'
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HaveYouaBadBack?

RED,

MADE

HANDS
SOFT AND WHITE
ROUGH

For red, rough, chapped and bleeding hands, dry, fissured, Itching, burning palms, and painful finger-enda
with shapeless nails, a
Ditreatment works wonders.
rections: Soak the hands, on retiring. In hot water and Cuticura Soap.
Dry, anoint with Cuticura Ointment,
and wear soft bandages or old, loose
gloves during the night. These pure,
sweet and gentle emollients preserve
the hands, prevent redness, roughness
and chapping, and impart in a single
night that velvety softness and white
ness so much desired by women. For
those whose occupations tend to injure the hands, Cuticura Soap and Cu
ticura Ointment are wonderful.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free.wltn 32-- Skin Book. Address post
card "Cuticura, Dept. U Boston." Adv.
s,

one-nig-

are scant or too frequent of passage,
proof of kidney trouble is complete. Delay may pave the way to serious kidney
ills. For bad backs, and weak kidneys
use Doan's Kidney Pills recommended
the world over.
A KANSAS CASE
Charle Cole, 204
N. Buckeye Street,
Iola,

Cheerful Outlook.,
Lady' (engaging a page boy)

í

Tell

i Story"

weak and painful
that the leaat exertion i made me
miserable. My feet
and llmba awftlled
and the kidney
.

lecrctloni

were

cant and filled
with aedlment. I
awful
wa
in
a
when
ihape,
friend recommended Doan'a Kidney
Pilla. They helped
me from the first
and I kept on un
til I wu cured.
Get Doan's at Any Store, 50c

and"-furthe-

Ludlow.!.
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CO.

FOSTER-MILBUR- N

BUFFALO. N. Y.

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics Is

Well,

how soon can you come?
Page (readily) At once, mum.
Lady But surely your present wis
,

:

:

tress won't like that.

Page (brightly) Oh, yes, she will,
mum! She'll be only too glad to get
'
rid of me.

K

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.

a medicinal antiseptic for douches
treating catarrh, Inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
RTaminí carefully every bottle of caused by feminine Ills it has no equal.
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
infants and children, ana see mat n Medicine Co.hás recommended Paxtine
in their private correspondence with
women,
which proves its superiority.
Signature of
As

"

in

Women who have been cured say
In Use For Over 30 Years.
it is "worth its weight in gold." At
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria druggists. 50c. large box, or by mail.
j
The Paxton Toilet Co,, Boston, Mass.
Farming.
-

,

Modern
Do you keep bees?
Countyman No; there are more up
methods of getting stung.
City man

'.- -

tp-dat-

PARKER'S

HAIR

3

e

If you wish beautiful, cler
clothes, use Ked Lross nag uiue.
good grocers. Adv.

white

ai

coo.

ai,

'

Good intentions will often steer a
fellow into a lot. of trouble.

ana ti.uuat

urntnri.

Would You Like to Exchange Postcards
with people In other cltiea? Send ten cents In coin
for list of those desiring to exchange. AMERICAN
KXCUANU1S, 112 Adelaide Street, Detroit. Michigan

Sooner or later you will be wrong in every organ of your
body. It ia a well known fact that over 95 of all sicknesses
are caused by ailments of the digestive organs. If you have
the slighest suspicion that your stomach requires treatment,
don't delay a moment. Little ills soon grow into serious ills.

'(Golden

BALSAM

toilet preparation of merit.
Help to eradicate dandruff.
For Reitorins Color and
Baauty to Gray or Faded Hair.
A

J
O

Mstm&ry
Eléiical;
It

helps the stomach digest the food and manufacture nourishing blood It has a tonic effect and soon enables the
stomach and heart to perform théir functions in a natural, healthy
soon rights the wrong.

Cardinal Urges Peace Prayers
Baltimore, Md Cardinal Gibbons
telegraphed Archbishop Mora y del
Rio of Mexico suggesting that the people' under their" charge be urged to
pray for a peaceful outcome of the
crisis in the relations between the two

count.

Box

DOAN'S'V.Ti.V

!

p.

tayi:

Kan.,

"My back was bo

Cuti-cur-

ht

,

court-marti-

...

..

;

reCóm-mende- d

,

.

i

"'M'

manner, without any outside aid.

"

'

;

i

As Dr. Pierce'g Golden Medical Discovery contains neither alcohol flor
narcotics there is no reaction. For over forty years it has stood the test of both
use and abuse and is today the greatest remedy of its kind in the world. Begin
now. Take it home today. Sold by Medicine Dealers In liquid or tablet fonn, or (1
:
.
cod 60c to Dr. Pierce's Invalids Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y, (or a trial box.
i
For 81c yon can get the Common Sense Medical Adviser, - ,
M
'
toca pages cloth bound -- ta pay cost ot nuultag.

-
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TUS

ais

Dr.

JJfUH.

iCAir.

Business Cards

30C

Everbody Reads
THE JOURNAL Tucumcari Hospital

S. Locke, D, D. S. 0f

Will be in ROY May 3d
to 10 th to do your Dental work.
Dependable Work at Reasonable Prices.
Teeth Extracted Without Pain.
,

v

Modem Eqtrfpraeut,

Why? Because it Prints
Today's News Today
and Lots of it. And because it is independent
in politics and wears the
collar of no political part-

.
v

Largest

'

Coil In N. M
Graduate Nurses.

X-Ra-

y

Drs. Noble & Doughty,
TUCUMCARI, : ; N.M

y"

60 cts.

A

THE ROY

MONTH

BARBER SHOP

BY MAIL
'

..

o

Office with Dr. M. D. GIBBS.
CZDgOlCZ)'
30E
lEfolS1o

BY SMOTIIERinG

WiÚÉr

Albuquerque
Morning Journal

New Bath Room and
date Fixtures.

up-t- o

A modern Barber Shop.

.

Stomach Trouble Cured.

HEAR DEATH

Ct Hsslasl,

C. A. ARMOUR, Prop.

Cztú,

Ail cf

Effects Her Delircnsce.

Mrs. H. G, Cleveland, Arnold, Pa.,
writes,
'For some timé I suffered
rom stomích trouble. I would have
sour stomach and feel bloated after
eating. Nothing benefited me until I
got Chamberlain's Tablets!
After
taking two bottles of them I was cured. "
For sale by all dealers,

Draper, N C Mrs. Helen Daltofl, o!
this place, says: "1 suffered for years,
with pains in my left side, and would
often almost smother to death.
Medicines patched me up for awhile
I will keep my 4 Standard
but then 1 would get worse again. Finally, my husband decided he wanted me to Bred Trotting and Pacing
try Cardui, the woman's tonic, so he
bought me a bottle and 1 began using it. Stallions for service at the
It did me more good than all the medi- Frank Sheltren farm two
cines I had taken.
I have Induced many of my friends to miles northwest of Roy, N.M.
try laraui. ana iney an say incy nave
been benefited by its use. There never after April 10, 1914.
has been, and never will be, a medicine 1I-T-J. M. George.
to compare with Cardui. 1 believe it is
trouwomanly
all
for
medicine
good
ibles."
For over 50 years, Cardui has been reBurbank Seed Potatoes 4c ne?
lieving woman's sufferings and building
weak women up to health and strength. lb. in 100 lb. lots $3.75 Goodman
If you are a woman, give it a fair trial.
It should surely help you, as it has a
million others.
Vacant School Land in Mora
Get a bottle of Cardui

Notice

TAICE THE
SPANISH-AMERICA-

N

nrtne

i
yeeciy fa Northeastern New Mexico
Best
1

,

F.

to-d- ay.

The following
a list of the
vacant school sections in the
above county on F
aary 1st,
1914, which are subject to lease
for grazing or agricultural pur
poses.
Blank applications or further
information in regard to the rent
al price will be furnished upon
request to Commissioner of
Public Lands, Santa Pe, New
'
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Is known by experts to be

Pure

Now is the time to Paint

your Buildings.
Our prices are Eight

Floersheim Mere. Co.
ROY

and

SPRINGER.

of

JOB
,

SUCH AS

Letter Heads, Envelopes, Staiements, Dodgers, Invitations,
Business Cards, Announcements, Programs,
Calling Cards, Legal Blanks, Book
.

and all Classes of Fancy
Printing
,

Mexico.

of only

We Do All Kind

County

Jldritory Dept., Chattanooga, Tann., tot Sttcial
book. 'Horn
Itutruetitni on your cat ar
TrMtntnt (or Woman." in plain wnppw. N.C. 1 So

Composed
Materials.

$1.50 PER YEAR
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"
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"
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36
32
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BRING US YOUR WORK
-

The

Spanish-America- n

ROY, N. M.

A. L. Hanson,
Deputy State Game Warden
Hunting Licenkes Executed
Everybody desiring to carry a gun for any purpose
must secure a Hunting License whether he hunts on
his own property or elsewhere.

"
26
21
23
24
25
19

Varied Cautas of dulcida.
Ia the
Causea of suicide vary.
s
religious
patriotic
and
Oriental
present themselves. In the west
the causes are of a more personal
nature. There are many classes Into
which cases may he divided. For exin20 ample, the lonely, the, sick and
finan
unemployed
and
the
21 curable,
cially embarrassed, victims ot nen
ous diseases.
22
25

rea-son-

Horn and Htart.
My home ia as much of nature

as my
my
warm
only
I
If

heart embraces.
house, then that only is my home. But
if I sympathize with the sounds and
silences of nature, and share the re
pose and equanimity that reign around
me in the fields, then are they my
house, as much as if the kettle sang
and fagots cracked, and the clock
ticked on the wall. Thoreau.

